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an artificial ,, construct: all its elements a e ihciuded·. "" . 
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am:d they are· design.e.d to produc\_ _purpoaefully, • • a· spec1-
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endeavor';·'·: the, pharacte~ ts .actions basically reflect. 














·in t_erms of the_past, or even of what haiipened iri. one's_ ., . 
J 
. 0.. 
childhood. A.nd when a Freudian turns to a literary· · · --
work and impOses Such a past upon a characte~ he sac~i.;. . --
. 
f i~es his critic,a1 integrity. 1 Where the· .Freudian 
y 
·.-. ' 
-critic emphasizes the ,psychoanalysis of a dramati~ 
. ' 
I~ . . , 
character., '1e Usually. makes ·tlle mistake of giving this 
·, . 
priority over the character '·E\ r~la't~on to the play~ 
" 
' . 
But when his main concern is -,~ather the UIJ.derstanding · 
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,-\portrayal, his E\pproac~· warrants our consideration. · For 
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play~~ ,·or why· he ·.believes it w·ill be effective in term~ · · 
/J ' 
• ' • 
-J" - -- ; 
. I ,, 
of .the audience's reaction, .. we. cat;t ·come. closer to an 
. 
~ -ts 
· ·.-~al?proach to t:h~ play ·a·s a whole. . .... . ' . ~~- - • ____ J _,_ --
:L .. ,~ 
·~er-
. The cr.itics examined below ;str'i-ve to_· gj.ve · reasons· 
.. ·-
.,., • • t 
•. for the exist_~nce of certain· phenomena in. the. H~nry IV 
,..,_ . ' 
._play$. ·. Sometfmes they succump tcJ the ·1ure of pure analys.is · 
1. ~ . . . ... : _. ' ' ' . . ·' . ' ~ 
~nd ·s·ee~· to·~ forget they are 4eB:ling with a character .· 
. ' in ,a play, whose existence after all begins and ends with 
11). 
. 
. . ) . . 
-the first an.d. 1B.st · scenes·. ·· This process is ·not mere_ly 
"' 
unsound lite~arily; ~ it is scientifically unfounded.· 
i' 1· '~ · 
• J 
·"' f. . 
·«..::c . The .Freudian ·psychologist discovers the. rea$ons for p_r~sent 
\ 
acti;ons·· and th.oughts in a man ',s pa.st. But the critic· 
~ .,.,,_ 
/ 
-~ ... __ wo1ik~ _· backward.s, assuming certain. event"~ in the past 
.,, ......... ~-···'"' ... 
~ I 
_ by v:irtue of the character's present; actions. This ·1ead·s 
- ·.·.-.·~;..-~. •. . . ... ib':'.t ~ 
. to the critic-' s own creation_· of-the character's past, 
,I • " 
a .... highly~, arbitrary process of criticism which c.ou}_d 
never ·1ead to ·an-- objective interpreta-:tion~ In this respect, 
·E'~ E.' Stoll 'w.akes a valid point wl1en· he claims·· that the \ . . . .. 
. 
. 
_ . ., .... 
. . . . 
.aim of" true cri·t·icism is simply-to unveil the ·meaning ., 
. . 
. I 1. . . . , inherent· in the worlc.· ~-· ·The. criticJIS .role is that .. of~the . · · • ' ~ . ' ' : 
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- -critic,- says Stoll, does n·ot reiflize ·what the nature_ of,·- . 
!';·'·"···· 
. ..~~ ... w,i. ; .. -. -~ . -' ..... ........ •. 
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·" true criticistQ .. is (that· is, the· clarificat,ion of the 
~ ~ . work Qf art). The FPeudian treats the work 0 as an 
echo or: reflect-ion ·OZ_ what' is in h'is 
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This is the major point -.of d~tractors of the Freudian i 
school. A~Fhough· lt is often confirmed by the Freudian . 
J method, it makes one serious er~or: it .fails 'to dis-
. . 
' 
·ti~guish between the various processes oby which the~ 
IJ · ·Freudian' critic interprets the p·lay. A. psychoanalytic 
. . 
at.titude towards th~· dramatic character is significant 
-. ' 
~n: this r·espect: ~ the character is c;ifter all a creation 
. \ 
. . . \ . ' 
of .th~ author.: who ex1~ted as fully as anyone can hope 
..,__.___ . 
. ' . ..,. 




. . . . / 
. 
. 
characters are, thof:ie wh'tch he feels, either consciously · 
or unconsciously,·tobbe psychologically valid. Thus, 
we may conclude that, where the .critic assumes events 
it\ the· character's life which suppose.dly ·preceded· t11e 
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. - ' 
much to be· desired. · In his essay on· Falstaff Stoll · 
. ~- ·, 
~) remarks th\at "all ShakesF>eare's CowardS bear th~i~ ~ames 
~ 
on ~.their foreheads, whereas· a11 · hi~ true men neither 
know nor understand what fear and disinay is. n-'4 This · 
statement· igno~es t·h~ su9tleties of. Shakespeare's charac-. 
. 
. 
terization. . Hal certainly· s_ounds- as though he .,understands J •. ' ('• C • 
• 
- ~ . ' ,, 
-' 
------- --· ' · .. '.., . 
. . .· . 
. fear When,, shaken,. he._:asks Fai13~aff ?n ·the· ba"t:b~ield , . 
' 
"-{), ' • I 
' 'Is it a time to j.est and .dall_y now?'1 (Part __ I; V, ·iii, 55)) _ 
The ·only other way this line could be read is ,;1ith an 
~- admonito-ry tone . of voice:· put that manner seems pre-
posterous to me, more.fitting in a .farce or a spoof om. 
.. battle. And the implication that art incomprehension 
i-' • "· t. 
I 
-of fear is a virtue is utterly superficial, for it render$. 
.the bravery of Shakespeare~s~heroes meaningless. -What 
.. 
is· bravery,- after all, but _tbe overcoming ''o~ ·fear?_ 
.,.. ' 






-to Shakespeare simply do not· prepare the reader f·or -the · 
mariifold levels)on which Shake~peare ml&stAbe read to be . 
' 
' 
·ful~:1 appreciated. - The Freudian school, as most criti·cal 
". l ) 
schools , . is· . pol~rize'.d. " It pays little heed to certa_in 
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'elements. such ·as li~erary or theatrical convention.' 
. .... . . 
(' .· ... ' 
, V . ; .. • .. 
_..,;_ ·. ,.. 
- \r,, 
'·I . It· may. s_eent, the ref ore, (.~, . .. . . to treat:a written work~~ though ,, 
it.were nearer to reality.than.to art. . 
. . However~' rather ' ' 
t.han exclude. Freudian· interpretation; -I~·think we must 
.~ 
extend- _our concepts of what~ constitutes ·art '· in order· 
" 
. to make room for such criticism. Art • is not limited to J-
conventional device;- neither was Shakespeare. '+ That he 
did away with many conventions (unity of -time and place·~ 
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are blatantly unconventional, and ·I think the c·ri.tical 
haoit· of • comparing those characters to tra·di tional 
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__________ •• • 
__ .. critiques on Henry IV into three ·areas; myth and.· 
-~ . · · --- · l!itu~l,. the father an~'son relatiollship, ·and F~lstaff.11- • . . . 
' 
I • • 
• ·t 
• I · In this paper the myth .and r.itual approach in Freudian ). 
. 
1 ·cr_i_e-icism will be represented by J.XI:(~f.M. Stewart and. . ' 
. ,. 
Philip Williams; the· theme· o-f th~. father-son relation$hip 
.. /' . . ., . 
,is taken up by Ernst Kris; end the Falstaff. theme is 
fa~ 
-. ---~' ·-~-_/t~e-~_ted_J~y_Fr~z._Al~xander-.----~- - .-. - · v'/. --
•,- .. 
,;' . ,., 
, .. ,. ... 
........ . . 
\\ 
I 
- i lJ.~--.., 1 ..... M • . · Stewart.t.f 
1-
• ,.:.. . .., 
';'ti' ,;..., •• Stewa.rt would like to redress the balanc·e OL_ 
··~ 
,: -·_ Shakespearean ·criticism by directing attention to . ' 
·~,·-~·-·.-. .... 
. -· 
... Shakes~eare 's p·syehological acun,en.~ He feels ·_that many ,._:_ t··'V•··--~ 
- . ,. 
• 




. I ·.. 
. conception of the nature of Shakespeare '-s intellect. 
---'} . -Just as the ~_ighteenth .century, ~nd J.ohnson ·in particular,. 
.-.-., 
' 
.... ·:·· t 
... '- - ,-
- - \ ·; 
I . 
. '. 
____ ;, .. ! .. ·_:.. __ ----,·1,--.....1..-
. . .~ 
thought of Shake~peare as an untutored genius, many . . .. 
twentieth century critics give him .. no credit for a ' . 
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· §te~JAS ...... to b_e !less concerned with the well-springs of 0 ~ 
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..... .....__. ---·.·) . ; t•heatr1cal ·.impetus, t9 mt1tter -that.·· iemains essent·ially· . . . ,: . . '• 
··-. -- - -···-·-
. 
~ 
. . ... :· 
sensatioh;i and rude~n:i.)" The so-ca1·1ea~··•obscenities'1 ·. , 
.,/',.! _, 1 ~ 
-.-tl . ..... •, 
. . ' .... in SI1akespeare we·r~\ no·t purely_ audience-pleasers; as 
..... , ... , 
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• ' di· 
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p·layed a· part .. in. the structure· of the plays. . For · 
.. 
· instance,- the bawdiness of Mercutio and -the· nurse· 
in Romeo and Ju·liet serve, in Stewart's opinion, to 
express the passion of love as it i~.:)::'. Certain 
. - r./ 
violent scenes which seem ··to exist 'for mere sensational'ism·,' 





 __,,..-, .•• ..,. ,-, •• ., __ • ,_ .... _._c..,_;__ ••• 
'l'lferef ore, when Stewart turns to ·the subject of · 
Falstaff, one of his ·main c.oncerns ·is the~ r~asons f~Z:. 
his creation, hi.s t1birth. 11 He questions E·. E. Stoll 's 
• I • 
_..:'"--t·· .... ,, 
... 
. ~· , .. assumption that Falstaff is· simply patterned after the, ' 
~t·rad_itional ''miies -..!gloriosus''. of :the classi'cal_ .th~c:3-tre • 
- , To Stoll, Falstaff's redeeming quality, that which . · ' G . . 
• 
•. ~-




. - -..,. his sp~ech. ·. The ._colorf.ul language with which- ·F~lstaff·. 
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. which· hides. the stereotype. of ·Fal~;t.aff.'s pers·onality. 
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. Stewart insi.sts that the artist draw,s his inspiration 
. -~ f~ofil the springs of 'co·nsciousness within· ·him, .a.nd is .. tr'"' ; • •• ·~ .. ' 
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typ·es''· (p .• 120). It is precisely by virtue of _hi~.. ··~1~ 
- ' . .. . . • . t ; .. · " r'-c; •· c : . '. ": ..... · . . .. :'. :: . . . -· ·• . 
psychic make-up that he is· drive'n to ··:creat'e··characters .· 
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banality is an integral~art of the cha~acterization; 
. . t 
the essence of the creative process in dramatic 't-lriting · ~ ~ 
' " is a unifiQation of form· and content--Falstaff lives: 
. -~ .. 
· in · his lap.guage. 
The_ r.e·asons ·for Faltaff 's creation are tied' together 
~ 
with the reasons for his des_truction. The rejectipn, 
' 
which -is supposedly a major cause of Falstaff •·s dea-th, 
it· ' is rather conceived by Stewart as a metaphorica]_ kill.ing ., 
.J 
· of Falsteff in itself. This rejection scene has .been 
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of the, character most likely t'o eclipse ~l •.. In·_order 
· __ t.o represe·nt King l-Ienry as the~, ''mirror· of all· Christian .... •,.. 
7' "'9 0-
....... 
, ktngs ,' '' Sh~kespeare ·coqld not .. h,ave Fa ls:tif f ·Up·on · the . 
' \ 
. ·,'Same st~ge, ftir ?l~taff could," 'kill h~ with a· look. ttr4 
~- '"'* . 
:' ·, . 
E.' M~ W1~. Tillyard, on the other hand, feels~tnat~--Ral·uncon--=-- . . 
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. .·_l!i~tli._ ·the -anarchistic phi~osophy~ of ~alstaff; we are ·:· · ·: - ---· _...!._~-
0 
. ... . . 
- b . 
"· •• • ••. • 
•• •.••• •••• 
. 
- : .... • • ••• 0 •·•. 
. •• 
· .m~sinterpret.1.ng .the pla.y -because _we are 1:nfluenced. by1 .. ~ -~ • .:' ,; . '- . " . {~ 
. . . . . 
, . , -. ' . ':. . . \:t. sense of security created in nineteenth century,,. Englijhd ....... · . ~ . 
. 
. 
· _Which did no,t- exist.in ShB;kespearefs time. However,.· 
appropriate as the . rejeG1t''ior1 may, have been to the 
,. . 
ordinary Elizabethan, it i~_y¢~ inconsistent with .. ........-·· ' 
. /' 
demonstratioris, elsewhere, · o.f Shakesi,eare 's humanit~. J,:J 
Now Stewart summarizes the cent~al theme 6f A. c. 
,, . 
; ' ' -
"' Bradley's essay en Fals:t'aff in Oxford Lectu'res on 
-
Poetry. 13radley feels that~ had Shakespeare suc,ceeded . , 




. in his intentions, Falstaff would have appeared less 
· . 'isytn.pathetic· to t,he audience"""_and his reje~tion woul4 have / 
. . 
·: .· 
,,, .. /· 
seemed to be an appropriate punis,hnient £or his vice. 
And_Hal's action would have been in keeping with what 
. 
-we ·should. have -knoym of· his pers;,on~l~t·y • ·, ()n \ tt1e ~ one 
h"and, it portrays his ruthless m~~ality; · · on the other. 
' . 
hand, it is _the marl.: of that. noble _quality in him> which . . ' 
. , . 
... 
forces him .. to -deq.icate hims~l:E: wholly to the responsi-, 
bil:Lties of roya1-ty. However, Bradley feel.s _that '_. ,> 
-..:..... --
. , . 
) 
ttt. • the dramatist has missed what he aimed at •• • 1\ In. · . . c:!' . ,, 
. .. ' , .,,·--
the Falstaff. scenes. he ov¢rshot hi,s' .. mark. . He~ cr~ate.d 
.. . . " ... ~, ,, . . 
. so ext~aordinary a bei.ng, ~n9', fixed hi~ so f irm1y on 
. 
. . ' ' .. "· . . 
. 
. . 
. . . ' 
. . 
. ' ~ 
. 
. 
·h:i:s '"intellectu·al th7.:one,· t~at :when he s·ought to det·hr.one 
.• 
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'him he collld nOt-~ ·. The ·moment CoJes when we are t~ look . . 
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·.· ~t ·F~lsta.~_f. in a serio~s- 1-igh-t",·.and: the comic hero is to 
·- ··figure. as a baffled· ·schemer; 
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but we cannot make the 
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required change, either in: our atti~uq.~ or in our , . 
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Stewart then discusses an opposing viewpoint;-- · .. ·· ···- ---··--
• 
-- Dover Wilson's·, in The- l!ortunes of Falstaff o 
\_ 
Wilson\ ·. -,. .. 
. , 
c;lisagrees· that Shakespeare failed in an attempt to·· 
_wean us from FE:tls·taff 'p influence, a.nd he exhorts us 
. ' . . .~ .. , 
.·. to-regard Falstaff unsentimentally, and as the dramatist 
.. 
. . 
indeed. presents. hit1.1. Wilson avers that we.do become 
-
15' ' ' 
alienated · frpm Falstaff, and primarily because of hi's 
arregan(?e.. ·We mu·st learn to judge. Falstaff, not by 
our ·first imp~ession of him in !s1Henf'!f:~1v, but by tqe-
. - .. -.. , .. 
:picture· he project~ during both plays •.. In Part Two 
we·-fi~_d that,· althq-µgh Shakespeare detracts nothing fr.om 
.his sense of h~mor, the playwright viliEies his characte·r. 
·. / ; 
·Furthermore, .,il-ilson employs the myth and ritual approach, 
by im.buing.·>Falstaff .wit~ all~gorical .significance; 
~ . ,k(.!' . ?' . - . . ; . . . '-
• --- -· -· ·-··~t.-
Falstaff ian be ·looked upon as1;,a conglomeration of miles . 
, ... 
. . ,., 
-- , - . glori9sus, · Vice in ·the morality · ·play .. ,_ .the -Devil- in the 
. miracle pl~y, · and R~ot .. tri the ea:rly · Tu-dor pramas •. Andi 
:, . ~~·'\ .. -
' 
' .' .J . . so· the ·in~vitability o.f t>,the reject.i9n-· is doubly ascer~ 
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. ,. ·-~ ' ' 
. :,v,., 
.. '.:uses both a ·psycht>logical and a mythical approaeh, 
for h'e feels that this same dichotomy exists within 
I , 




. -." Shakespeare are always rea.l pe.ople; · pr
1
imarily. But 
. .. "'-..... 
tne_y-often develop into s~bols., impart.ing. to ·· th·eir 
' particular p.lay a univer.sal ~ignificance. · · ~ 
' . 
• 
.. - ... 
. 
~· Finally, Stewart 
" ' 
. 
-' introduces his own conception of, 
~ ' , . 
.1the play. He claims. that:the rejection, .despite,.all 
" the arguments in ·its defense, still elicit~-.a, negative 
response from the reade·r.~ , ... But the audience has· 'l~~-· 
. different reaction. t 1Dra~a, '' ·says Stewart, ''li~e 
religi-0us ritual, plays unon ata~vic. impulses of the 
- 1. - T ; ·.; , 
0 mind''' (p. 139)., .. The rejection is accepted by the·. 
·. theatre-- audiehce because it is related to the. most 






Falstaf~./ d·oes · not· only represent . the 1 traditions men-
. ~ 
tionea by Dover Wilson. He is~ primarily, the ritual 
............ _. ·-····: ---- ........... :.~ 
""' 
., 
--· vict-im created by a number of theologies;~. the individual 
I 
whc,~s·hould~rs, th.e '1guilt of all ·society, .·and is ki.lled in. 
. 
. 
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"'~'· '• .... 
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.~~ Sir. . ., Jamea--- Frazer· h~s· instilled __ in- th~. tw:enti~th century ~.· · • • I 
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· mind an awareness of the .ubi.quit.ous existence ·:of ··thci-. --... --.· ·_ .. -__ ·-"---c"c-·-~~-· 
---
. 
. -··-········-·---·~7o..... . 
. 
, •. 
·~ . -·':'"' " - • •'111jl-f"t~. '\:t!·',· "f. 
The He~ry IV plays.,...may, b~ considered to .. ·.. · "'::;=--·--~--
----- ----
"of. the· Wood • 
" 
. be built upon the structure of· this universal myth.····· 






to bring about purification "of the country • 
. ,-. . 




. t> •. , 
• therefo.re a ritualistic necessity, something of which~- . 
the. audience in the. grip of the· dramatic presentation 
is uncqn.sciously aware. "• .·· 
\ / 
~ ~ It is' obvious that St·ewart ·psychoanalyzes the .. ,. 
·~thhr and the audience rather than the characters in ; - ,.... ......... 
.. 
the play, and t.herefore he stands on comparatively < • 
firm ground. _His main concern is th~ audience's reactio~ 
C 
to tl?e· piay~ ;. . and this reaction, says Stewart, is 
' . 




-r~tce. Th~; r.ejecti~n of Falstaff works.,. for Shal<:espear,e 
and._ his audience,·,·bec·au_se it ·is in keeping 'with our 
"' primitive conception of what is fit-tj.ng and right: 
\ . ' . 
the .necessity. of tl1e · sa.crificia·l rite in''""order to :-rid · \ 
' 
1 •• 
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• Philip Will·iams· supports ·stewart, · de;Een~ing his· • •. l 
• • 
. • 
ti ,. ". 
reading ag~inst. h.i~ -detra-ctors. az.). He .presents certain ·: ~-~ 
elements which seem to point undeniab_ly to a myth· and 
~r~tual ·interpretation of the plays. One ielement which :---· ', . __ ~---!.: 
.is integral to such· an i~terpretation is the motif _of.~-;. .. ··-~ __ 
-
. ' ' 
.... ~ 
parricide. In his emphas1s on the relations~ip between· 
father and son Shakesp~are. deviates ma.rkedly from his 
source·,--'fhe Famous Victories, which suggest·s the-s·igni-· 
ficance with which he endows that relationship.. The 
I 
. obvious antagonism between Hal and. Henry endenders the 
---<~J - - . .. .. ' . . 
·theme of parricide, which.gains prededence through the 
- ----
rising tide_ of reference·s to it. Henry IV constantly 
, .. f_ears being killed by his son, who is his ''neares·t ancj." 
'\ ; -
. 
dearest enemy.'' And Hal's answer to his fat her' s grati-
' I- . • . 
--tude on being res~ued at· Shrewsbury suggests, from the 
..... 
r[·.:.-i,e,ey fact that he conceives the . idea, that he has indeed 
harboured 'thoughts of parr-iciae: 
' 
. 
-........ ~ . 
.., 
I 
· 0 ·God,-.,~hey <;lid me too'much injury , 
·That ever said I hearkened for your···death. ... (Part .I; ::·-::tVt -~ iT,. -.~O~): -~ · : ..,_~-~~ ; 
._, 
· The_ 9.limactic reference to parricid~ o.9curs · in the 
s~''", ..... ,l ' 
. ,· 
scene d-u:ring which Hal ... prematu,rel.Y~. set~·- tr:ie _crpwn :up·o.~ .. 
-~- . -~ . 
~· 
, . . 
. ,· 
·' 
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. . . King. 
( ·• . -~ 
,./ • • I Bu.t wherefore did he take.away the crown? 
. .. Ente~ Prince · Henry. 
Lo where he comes. Come hither to me, Harry. 
Depart the chamber, leave us here alone. 
Exeunt Warwick and 
the rest • 
Prince. I never thought to hear you.speak again. 
King.· Thy wish was father, Harry, to that.thought. 
· I stay too long by thee, I weary thee. · 
Dost thou·,so hunger for mine empty chair 
That thou wilt needs invest thee with my . 
honou·rs Before · thy hour be ripe?... ·· 
/ .(Part II; . IV, 
v, 88-96) ,.,,,. ." -
,;· ; .• 
Another element which argues strongly for the myth 
·· \ . and r;tual approach is the connection between Falst:af f, 




·. out by the many parallels in their situations. Hal 
------- --·--
. mistakes both of them for dead,"· and displays, each time, 
.. 
. ' ,,,.. 
the same sort of mixture of grief and satisfaction • 
. - . . . . .. "' 
Furthermore, Hal robs both of them while they sleep; . 
..: \ , . 
he takes a tavern bill f..Pom Falstaff's pocket, and he 
\ .. . 
takes the crown from Henry's pillow. The manner·of 
death of both men is imbued with supei-stition. ·. Falstaff / \>, . "· • . . ~ 
·. ts Spoken of . as being taken into Arthur' s bosom; n just . · · 
. . . , . . .. '., . .. . , ·., . I • ,. ,, •. ' ... . 
between ·,hielve and on~,· 'even at the turning o' the» 
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\" II, iii, 14),_while Ki.ng_Henry IV.dies 
' . 
· · ·_ . .. · · tid~'1 ·(Henry !; 
' . ', .·· . 
' . \ ~ ' . ·-
-
... -.· · · · within t·he .. Jerusalem- chamber, after the river Had '1thric~ . - r -










' ·. Wil·liams ·further" roints out that the Ki~g 's apostrophe 
(' ... to sleep in Part Two has a structural counterpa~; in. 
' 
-Falstaff's·apostrophe to sack • \ 
The mo~,t:· significant similarity between the two 
men-~that wliicli has the most dir~t bearing upon· Stewar·t'_s 
-·· l~~ ltlyth and ritual approach---is the fact that botl1 show :J 
signs of dec~y as~ ... ~the play progresses .• ;.· The. illness 
~-
- '' 
of Henry IV and the pt,lysic·a1 decay!.) of Falstaff symbolize · 
the sickness of the land. ~~ 
' ' ' 
.. 




- ----~ -- . 
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. · ... \ . 
1? murder is lifted from the land.· But the country is still 
' qr,, ' <P t-ainted, .and another death must occur in order to .. preci-
pitate_a full regeneration. Williams mentions Dover 
Wilson's discovery· of the sacrificial and· symbolic nature 
• q ! 
· __ · of Falstaff 's chara·cter. Wilson explains Po ins~. dubbing -•• • t 
' 
~ 
.,._ ._· 1- -- F~lstaff as '~art~emasu by poi·nting .out -that fat QFalB taf! 
I ' 
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... · ,z" 
......... ,~., ~ .. , .. ,,:,~ ... , .. ,,,,,., 
__ is thereby compared to ·t'l1e vast amount pf fresh-killed l 
. 
. meat which the fest~ivities of Mqrtlema.s entaile.d, and_ 
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_ ·he is in general associated with ·Rio·t and Fes1=ivity. · 
. 'Furthermore, Falstaff" is· identified with -the god 
· Saturn~, who in ancient mythology was d~po·sed. by his son 
· Jove. ··Hal_ first makes the identification· when he dons . 
. 
. . . . ,~·- ) . . 
. . ' . 




·- . :·.. ··• . . . '""- ~-. . ..... , .. ., 
•••• · >' '·· • 
. .... : .;· 
............. 
' 'It t11as Jove's. case,'' saya he;. - He also ·refers ~o Falstaff-
and Doll as S~tl.lrn and Venus. \And· during the rejection 
\ 41" 
scene Falstaff Calls .. Raf· "My I<ing, my Jove. 1·1 
, 
' Williams conclua.es that.the supposition that Shakes-
peare did~penetrate the aeep and myste~ious regions of 
.... 
man's min9- ~hou~d not be -su,;.prising, or a cause for 
' .  
• .,:p • • 
skept1.c1sm. The archetypal. patterns and myths,. were as 
m,uch his. herit_age as they are. ours. · Of .course, one cou.ld 
~ 
--· argue that Shakespeare co~\d no~ have been aware of these 
r---
tnyt hs, .~.,as·i.We )may not have been without the enlightenment 
' 
afforded by sucl1 anthropolog~s-ts as·· James Frazer. However, 
'!first of all, Shakespear~.~s. ref~rence to Jove seems. to 
prove·his knowledge of some mythology. And.secondly, 
.Williams is not merely· ~ref.erring to specific myth~. and-f ~ 
.. :f.igu~~s:·•, -~He is.·talking of .the creation of myth, which·· 1 
• 
• ~ • 
,. 
exists within all of· us·.: -There are eertain patterns which. __ 
recu.r, in countless -agefs·., among· countless· peoples. Tne. 
t' 
·/--/ 
· universality_ of these p'atter.ns of: s~perstition is what· 
I 
.,-·-I. . -.. . 
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·"' Al~~a;~aer ·begins with, a g.eneral s·tatement. about human·· 
. ~ 
· b~ings; they. can rarely depict -·their ~naermost feeJ_ings 




' - . 
' 
... relia_ble barometer of deep emot·ion is one.·1 s .reaction to· 
_,., 
" a work of art, in parttcular a-- play or· book ... -· Fo~ an 
a 
individual's ~action of this kind d,oes not entail ,any 
( 
responsibility 011 his part.. H~· ~'can sa:fely admire the 
_,...,....:--- ~- ---~ 
· adulterouf husban~ in a plaY without bein~ called to 
- t·as't by his own w1.f e. Furtherm9re., he· need not even . 
. feel guilty, in his otm. c~onscience ·because, f,irst, he did· .. 
..... 





awa:r:-e of the reasons for his· reactions. He rarely analyzes 
./:,1' (, .. . 
,./- ""v" ·-· 
_his s.pontaneous ·reactions to ·the drama. 
,v 
Falstaff is one of: the- most poD·ular ch-~racters_ in 
., I, .. 
.. 
ali literature. Th~ spectatori' positive reacti~n·to 
' .. ---- .. 
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. t'the ·dee·p~st ~ource of· the individual's personality, 
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II, 
. as IlarCisSism.'•9 ·. Thi; ~·comes-evident in ~h~ cour~~--
·' 
' . 
-1' of ·Alexander's di.·scussion. , 
-'!':"''-
.. ' 
r . ~ 
) The dramatic motif of Henry:· IV is the . familiar · one· 
of -the. bad boy· turning over a new leaf. Prince· Hal:- - ' 
. -
. ·~-· . makes ·his first appearance as the delinquent prince;· .. 
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... : .•.. ,,.,,, ... 1;,i,,1,.,:.,• 
- .... 
. .. ., .. ~ ... 
. ·:::"""· 
'· .... 
1').is reputation is especially notorious because his 
. 
.. 
; "\,- ''· 
. country is in desperate need o;E a strong leader~ ,Prince '·J 
. . 
Heney 's historical. calling is ·to, reduce the ~eudal power -. 
' 
.., .. 
of the barons who .. are re~elling against Iienry IV, usurper 
.~ of th.e throne. He eventual 1 ..y ·f~lfills · his calling, 
. ' . . 
', - . 
-converting the feud~~ structure · of Envgl~nd into a cen- _,-· 





n.?ti9nal power4! .He ·fi'rst displays his change of cha_r.acter 
,. 
. 
in the battle at Shrewsbufy, where. he .kills the man 
who has always been held up to him as an.example: Hotspur, . \ 
. 
whose per_sQnality combines all mascu.line vi-rtue_§-.r-he.roism, 
loyalty,~chilvalry. 
Falstaff himself has a P?rt in this batt-le, and 
Hal, finding his prostrate· body, believes h'im to be d.ead ,. --· ·\ ~ .. .,.,,.,,..,.,, .. ,. 
. 
. ·and says- a ·f.e'7 words· of farewell. · As soon -as he exits,_ 
how~ver, Falstaffo jumps up,· very much alive .. Alexander 
n.otes that he rep~eseitts··~·-~a facet of human natvre which 
. . 
· is .npt e?i-sily destrQyed, and furthermore none' of. the 
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·spectators·. would want ·him killed~ .His. st.abbing of Hotsput- . 
.,_ ,.__ ; . further SYtJlboli.zed the enm:it; of t~e principle/for which · ~· 
. . 




l ).·· . 
.'1 
. " 
' .,. . 
I 
• 
the two.men stand. J 
{ . 1. 
". Shakespeare impli~s, during the . maturation of Prince ~ 
I .' . { J 
... . . 
Henry, that his dev~lopment is an ambiguo.us ~gain. When 
•, ...... ' . ' ··- . . .• .. _,- . . ., 
comparing the relati·vely harmle·ss pranks , of Falstaff and 
his · companions to the intrigues of court,. the: spectator 
• 
. 8 ~ . . 
begins to dpubt ·the· values of .the court.· Faletaff hit.nse·lf 
.... -.. 
has orily con_tempt for these values: 
"" *'. ' . 
~. 
Can· honour set to a · leg? No. Or an . 
arm? No. Or take -atvay t11e grie~ of~- _ 
wound?. No. Honour hath no skill inf;su,;g.ery - -~ 
then? ·No~ What is honour ? A word~ What 
is in that "tvo:t!d · h·ono11r? 'What is tl1af,, honour? 
Air. A tri:n reckoning! Who~ hath it? He l-' '. 
.. --~ that died ac=i?ednesday C, Doth he feel it? 
· No·. ~ ·'Tis insensible, then? ·Ye·a ,- to the <J' 
dead.· Bt1t .will it not live witl1 the living? .: 
No. WhJl? · Det~action will not suffer J. :; '5 
it. Therefore I 11 11 none of it •. · Hon.our _ 
is a mere scµtche.on--and so ends my catechism. 
-· :-...· 
(Part II; V, i• 131-141) 
Here Shakespeare sets up two aspects of life which · 
? 
are airectly contradictory, and each aspect .. attract~ 
q 
~ ,-- two opposing -sides of o'ur , ps)rche. Prince I1ai is 
''everyman,'' torn between ·the.se two ~lternatives, -respon-· 
' 




· he- acc~pts the . former, b~t ·it is'· ,a h·ard .choice; as Hal 
· · ·-.~imself ·puts it, ' /\\ 
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.. -.. -~·' . 
. 
.. 
I spake unto 'this c·x--own as hav·ing sense, 0 ,, •• 
. 
... .' .. ' . 
... , 
. And thus upbraided it: 'The care on,· thee depending 
···Hath fed upon the body:of mt father;. ~ · 
·Therefore thou best of "gold art 'worst of gold· ••• (Par~ ... Il __ ;_~e,,a--~-,-1:V,_.,.V.,' 157-160) 
His soc'ial se<lf gains the upper hand but he cannot feel 
c~mpletely s·atisfied at· th~ end because his deepest 
. J 
_ desires -ar. fru,trated. Falstaff, the symb.ol of the 
. s 
-c- _., non-soQial, narcissistic -por.tions of his . character, 





·--·-· ....... ---'--_ --------- -wot1ld · be too· great a t,emptation f,or the king to give 
. ' :c• 
. 
-. . . . . 
. .· 
. . ' up his r~sponsibi~ity. -~JAlexander cleverly compares 
'If 







, ' \ ~ · Now t~e reasons for Falstaff.,·'s great a.ttraction . 
. , . 
···become clear. He. stands· for the deepest springs· in -
.. man's personality·, t;he· ·immature __ ~!~Jnent which must be 
. ,-----~ 
.' . 
·overcome· if. ma.n is to ·succeed in .acclimating himself, 
';) •. ..1.,. 
. . 
. to the social structure. 
., 
" 
He believes.-in none of the 




. ,· _. :. heighten his. own- enjoytnent, of .life. .J. . . Alexander places 
.:' ·· ~Hotspur at the, extreme opposite pole·, "'sacr:ificing ' 
indi-vi.dual des-:i.re to collect~ve. '"good.~· Th~ -.alidity 9f.;. 
. 0 -
. 
, · this··Statement is questionabl_e. Rather, I thi~l< tqat · · 
·,:,? . ' 1 ~:1 
· I ~ _,, • 
,, 
· .. · . -~otspu1 ... can. b~ · .s~own ~o· represent Fal~,taff 's antipode 
,' .',/'Ip • 
. ' 
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,,4·· • .. " .. ThiS ilouid'; b~ ..ia~dab1e; ·. e~cept for the fa~:t f hat his 
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. ···:i·····" ,\ 
0 
·. it -is necessary for Hal to overcome both of these 
. .. 10 
, philosophies before·-~e can become the ideal king~_) 
. \ . 
·. Although Hal banishes ·Falstaff __ in no -uncertain 
J. ·.: _.,. ~- <;': .• :• •• 
'\ . -~--- . 
. 
- te~s, it ·,is not so easy -for Sha.kespeare to-' exile him 
"' 
-
-from· his )yiind •.. His intention to· grant. him a reappear-
ance i~ stated in -th~-~pilogue: ~ 
. i 
-One word more, I beseecl;l you. lf you be 
~ not too much cloyed with·fat·meat, our~-
humble author will continue the stor_y__,: . 
with Si~·;,~John in it. and make you merry 
with fair Katharine of France; where, for· 
.anything i know, Falstaff shall -die of a 
.sweat, unless already a be killed with your 
.i. . 
- •·' ·--#. 
~-·hard opini·ons; ~··. • . .. . . .· n . ' . • 
· · .(Part II; &pf--logue, 26..:.il) .. 
'l{f 
-
·Even the 'worst side of Falstaff's character, his lying 
... , ·~ I"' ...... ~ 
,, 
and decept.i9n, ·· c~nnot · incite disapnroval ,~, because . '!'tis 




prj.mitive way; ·his actions are like those of a child. ·:· · 
.• f! 
- ·-o 




· ·revives him three ·time$. Once· on- ·tne bat~le field, a ·. 
--~ .' ' 
. . ' 
- ~- --·- - -;;.,....,;.., ... --- - - -·-----· ---~--·-· f> ... , -~ ~ 
- - ·-· -·- .. - . -




:Merry· Wiv~s. of Windsor· • 
,, 
_ . ......- -
In thE! 1coticlusion of .his· es·s.ay, Alexander calls -
.--- . 
.. 
. . . 
. ~ ' 
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_· Fals_taff the ''apotheosis of selr-suf'f:icient careless . . 
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!!. ''., • . ,, 
. _ individuality!j:t(p. · 605). Mankind is threatened ·_in the~ ·-· . , 
. " 
•,J"\ 
.... : ~ .. - ' -..... ,. . " 
· ·/ twentiet_ti, century py" a conformist social :structure · ....... 
. . -..,.... 




.. _instigated by an increase. in mechanization. , Howeve~, .• 
'I' 
.. ,; .;_ . 
.. ' ; .. <~>~' 
.. 
- -~ . . ... 
. ... 
q, : .. .1-: . • 
• . 
.. . ' , 
... -
• :· •'!._• 
.· ' 
.. • ... ~ 
•. as long as we J_aud Falst_aff and lorig to. see his reinca.~- -
• . ;;,.,J, .. , •. ,. ' ' ~ 
.~ - . 




·~: the decay. of inditrid.ua.lism·. ,. 
, 
. ·. Now, there may be some doubt ·as· to the signi.fi~an.ce. 
. ' 
of ,··Alexander's interpreta_tion. It ti.~_s bee~ -p9_int~d out___ ., 
;·to me t.ha~ A~ C. Braqley sa-ys much the. sam:e --::-tfiing~ without . ~- ' ~ ·. ,' . . . ----~ ~ . 
. - . - . . ' 
. . 
··\ 
. . .... .. 
.;, _-,~ ·., ... 
'~~--.:. 
. . . . . ,. .. . . ... .· . 
., '• ;. .. ' . 
.. : the Freudian. c.oncepts. · Is 1t. true,trheri., that. all 
·~ { . . ~ , 
!i 
·,;;, . r . 
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- -:,.."'· . 
.... , .... -· ' . ~ 
_i: ·-· ._ . _. ___ -
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I ..,_ ____ ......, 
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. 
-Ale-xander has .done is ·to t·ranslate old. ideas into a- .. -. 
·new vocabulary?. I don't believe so~:_ For one thing, 
<> ' 
• . • ' • . 
. 





.. . porates into his essay' was a revolutionary idea, hardly 
acceptab!e to many ra.4't:ional minds at the time it-was 
-~ \ 
-. introduced • Freud anticipated t·h,s reaction- in his book 
•· The Ego and the Id: . 
"" To most people who have been educated 
in philo~ophy th·e itjea of anything psychical 
. which is not al~o con.scious is so incon-
.. , ·· . · ceivable that it· seems to them absurd .,,, .... 
·. · and refutable s·imply by iogic.11 · · 
· In so far as Alexander ~:aeals wi.th th,e reaso·ns for -·. 
-~------ ... •-•·";. 
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. - thinking ,coincides with. that of ·A. C. Bradley, ·who ~· ·--···. 
l • 
' ' ~ l_ .... ~ ....... ", ........ .,--~--':I~ ..... ··; . 
. . . ·.·. . ,, . •·, ·:' .'"!:.. ... , .. . . \' •• .. , ... ·::···• ....... ·... . :.· .· . /\ . • . . . ' _..,. . . • ' I. . j l'. 
·· ···--···----.• -.,--..,..,_ . > ··· ·attributes. Falstaff's popular sticcess to his· freE¥40m 
" 
_...__,.....:::::.;,_ 
" ~ . ' . ' .... '.. . ' . 
. ·~--- · t · . · 12 · . . -. . '·. ,, · · . . . / 
·:_·.·'.·-· c-·-.: ... · .. - of soul. . :aut then· .Alexander con·centrates on. ~n ~spect 





which Bra.dley .. _doe·sn't. deal w:{_:th--Hal's, personality. 
' 
. ,, , ... , . . • • . . :., Ii',,.;_ 




.· . . . . . . .· . .. ' . . . .. 
Freud divided the human, pers-~n~l-ity. Alexander:· finds 
.· ,, ... ~ .... r ... 
. . the Freudian. id.,. -e·go, · and su.pere.go · ·:_ih. the ·characters of. 
·~ . ' . 
'-' .... _ _,,_. 
. .. :. ~. ·. ;:.~alstaff., Hal, and Hotspur. Now, as we -have seen, the 
- ..... , '.';' ' ' ·~ .... 
. ~: 
. _if, , ?1:_ .. ~!l~onscious: mitJ:~'---c--!!~_s I\.~t __ popularly recognized ______ _ 
.... , 
.. . 
· · b~fore" Freud, and .therefore Al~xander's reading is 
.. '. . . 
q rt , - C 
entireli original. 
/.""''" 
. ,.·. ~-. ~. 
Alexa)J.der. succeeds in the critical·. t-as-k of explaining · - . 
. ~··, 
·, 
the·. existence of· cert.ain" ·elements in !. and l Henry IV'"~~ 
,. 
-The primary purpose of the character/ of Falstaff, in 
,. -
.•. ·f ' 
Alex~nQer' s reading, · is to represent Hal's, uncons~ious., 
gi~ing depth to his characterization. ·When we see 
' . . ,} 
Falstaff in th_is way, the pro·bl·em of the i;-ejecti1on is· 
,, 
i ? •.• -
·•. ·-
so·lved; according to a Freudian vi~wpoint, this rejection 
/ 
. i·s psychoi'ogically yalid for Hal i~ repress_ing the 
µnsocial port ion· of· -his psych:e. 
. ... 
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-·Ernst Kris I. 
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In the. essay .0 Prince Hal's Conflict," Ernst Kr1S 
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· ... se·ts forth th~ -three major in.consistencies in Ha1··, s ,, • .J ' - • 
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·:il-
,7 I• 
actions, . and th.~n propo_ses. a ps~1choanalytica 1 explana-· . 
• 
. .... -. tion for them. ,· It"tis· imp·o~tant to remember that Kris · . · :·-.·, 
. .. ~-- - . ... ..... . 
·is speak·ing of in~onsistency i-n_ .terms ··:of how Hal's· . .. .. : " .( . ::. : . :::.··,;'.i'' .... 
. :· .¢" ... - . -- - . - '.: . . -· 
. . 
·act1.ons appear to. the ·other charac-ters, µ_ot to the· ., 
'/ 
. • ... • .. 
. ,f' • 
... "audi.ence ~ whic·h. is clqed_ in --on why Hal does t.hese ... 
--:·: .·· .; ·· ... ' 
;) . 
,l ·~. ..... . ' 
-- -~ 
. • . 
-
" • thi:ngs in two cases .out· of the three_.~ ·_- -. ··"-· ~~~-
- ·.·· . ·,. l, .. 
' . ' The f·irst incon$istency which ,Y~is .. -·poitits ou·t is . 
1
:· : · ~r. 
..:.3:,- · , 
. . . . . . . .. 
. . '" .·. ; '.. 
. . . . 
_ foreshac1owed . in Hal's . ~ol1loguy after the seen~ .,in which 
. , ·- r, • .• ,. -
he and his compati.ions plan the robbe!1\at Gad's Hill: 
. . . . \ 
- I. know you" a1.1,, and will arvhile uphold ........ 
· The unyok 'd humour of your idleness· •. · ~.,i. t: r.Ft1 -. 
Yet herein :will I imitate the sun, .. __ 
. __ Who dotl1 permit. tfi~ base contagious clouds . . 





't' , __ , 
. I .. 
. ... 
Being.wanted he may be more wonder'd at···: 
·By··breaking th;rough ·the foul an.d ~gly mists . 
Of vapours that did seem to st:1;angle. him. 
If a11· the year were playing ho.lida~7S' . 
To spgrt·would be a~ tedious as to· work; 
But when tl1ey seldom con1e, they wish ,·a~for come, 
·c And nothing pleaseth but rare a.ccidents: . 
· So wl-1en this loose bel1aviour I throw off, 
And pay the debt,-_.1 never promised, -
_ ~ By hoiq much better than ,my_ word I am, _ 
By so -mucl1 shall I falsify men'~· hopes; . 
"···· And lilce bright'. ·metal on a sullen ground, 
~Iy reformation, glitt 'ring o'er my fault, 
Sh~1l.l shov-1 more goodly, and attract more eyes 
Than. that 'tvhich hath no foil r·to. set it off •. 
I'll so offend, to, make offence.a skill, 
., Redeeming time ... when. me.n, think least I will •. 
. -,-- - ~:- . (Part I;, I, ,ii, 190-212) 
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· 0£ -CO~;.se, to the ._,at1dience the· l?r.ince~t S -actions are:. -·-'-
- - ---- .J • 
. I • 
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· .· · '. . .: ·;JV I · . 
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· .. ' .,·, - . ~. . 
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' . , ·._ .. 
•. ' .,, : ~· ,. '.! . 
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'-:-,'11. _. •. 
. . 
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-- : ,.:: ~ .. 
in accord with his thought's; thus f there is no real 
. .. " ' 
change in bis character· •. _J:3ut the reformation is un- . 
. - -
_expe~ted. in tl1e· eye's~ of ·the characters in the play, 




exists for them. 
I , .. 
4 
... 
~ . ?',-. 
A second tn~onsist~ncy· is 
. 
.... ' . . ' ... -. 
·revealed ,-in. the waveri1.1g ·. 





shoulders his re,-ponsibility at Shrewsbury, saving 
. .. 
·Henry"~ IV 1 s life and killing ~9tspur, but· then· he rea~sumes 
' 
., 
the disorderly life at Eastcheap. His permanent reform-
ation occurs during Henry IV'.s oeath scene. : (This is 
' 
. 
the inconsistency ·w~ich tl1e audie:nce does not know the 
.- ·' ': ~ 




'Th'is·'p·oi.n~ will be taken· tlP 
/ 
The third inconsi,s.tency is, of c~rs,; i .. Hal's·rr~9ection 
. of Fals~aff, and,. general-iy_;_ his heartle_ss j.udgement. 
of.his former comPanions. 
-
Aga~n, the aud.ience was···· · 
warned of t_his . in the sol!!:Q_guy, .bi1t. the characters · in 
.. , , . 
' . 
th~ play- were ·n_ot and so--- to them the. rejectiqn-~ is- incon- · 
' 
-~--- ~~~--si.ste.nt with Hal's f·ot·[ner attitude. 
. ' • I 





---'~ .C, ' Ernst fZri·s traces the reasons for these con-t-radictions. · 
,: - .. , to the c~nflict betl41.een -Hal :aild his fat her-. , This· con- .. 
' ' 
/ 
......... , .. ,,.,,.c ' 
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,. \. :. ·flict is reinforced becau·se. · 1.t is developed in three·-~ 
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ways. It makes. ~ne apl)e·arance {'fi Henry "11Vifs comparison 
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tion to Falstaff, who···. is a father-substitutEf, emphasi~e~ ... 
.. 
.... 
his detachment ·from his o'trn father. ·Third,· Hotsuur 
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. is thus torn between.his affiliation to .Lord Northumber- · .. ' . : ""'''r" 
1).' ,. -., ' 
. . land arid. his ·uncle; Worc;e·ster • 
• Y" 
: · The con:f lict between -Hal and Henry IV is based on 
... Hal's strong aversion to his f a·ther 's crime·-··n1· usurp- · 
I• . 
. ..r 
. p His attitude towards his father may also have 
=·&Y been colored by an al:fection for King· Richard· II.· 
·1 .... . 
H1.s ~-
- .. ;; .. ··.~ .. 
~' .. - . .. 
j ~ 
personal .reiationship with 1li.chard is -implied only once 
in Shal,espeare, and that is ·<;1uri~g his pra:yer before 
. : ·If 
·· the Battle. at Ag~-ncourt. Here h.e mentions the fact 
' '• 
. ....::;.-- - Ii: ,·. that he shed many tears over Richard's gra;e. 13 Hal, • • 
"-"'-.!) 
.. disgusted with the treasonous methods by whiclt his fathe·r 
be~ame king, turns a"tvay from court life iri--.~!s_ilen.t 
14 
" 





take place at court··: in the first· part~f..,.. the play~ _t~~ 
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·informing O!l· ... ~his owri S~<?n; 
. . in· the second part, 3ohn of 
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Howeve:z-, Fal'staff, the,.,. f.ather-substi-tute, :is no more . ~ 
... ;/" 
. " . - -
~ . 
. Hal's ideal than is his real, fa the~. \His ant.agonis~ · . ··• . 
. \ 
.~ ·: ··-
·to both the f.ather aJ1.d the father-image · creates the 
f 
eon~lic~ · wi,thin · him w~
0
ich oblige~ ·-:him to act· in.con- · 
sistently, not £e~ling a ·total·:commitment to e·ither, 
,, 
__ , --······· ------
' 
.. ------ -extreme • Incteed·, -- Ha·1-- ·nas .. ·-conju·red- u·p an idoliz.a·tion "of . 
.I 
. \"· / 
' . ' 
'- l 
I 
r -- .. ~ ... ~ ~------~, 
_Richard II. However, Kr·is goes ·on to say that because-
Richard was actual.-ly an ineffectual leader, who- was .. _r> ";: 
··engrossed in the histr.ionics o:e ceremony rath-er than the· 
~ , ,. ·· actual affairs of government, 'Shake.speare did not expli-. 
. ·. 
•. 
. . . 
. .. · .. 
' 
. . . 
. . 
. ... '.' ·. •··. . . ·... . 
.:·,- .~)- i' · .. ),i:·~Jr-?·;~,ly. refer to· .. a·. pos.s.1.ble- rel~t 1.onship between~.·-.'s:,tt-re .. : k:r.ng .. ·,. · 
. . . . ,,.. . 
." .. ~~ . . . . . 
<, • 
• ' .• 
• 
• 
' . . " . 
.. . and }Ial •... But ·Shak.espeare d(?es- emphasize rial's pre-
.· ..• · ~Qeupation wl.th moz'li justification f~~ his deeds • .. 
. 
The .foregoing ·analysi.s of Prince 1-fal has ·brought 
-·~ . 
to· light certain parallels b~'bveen his conflict and 
. 
. . ........ . . 
. the gener.al Oedipus complex.. Two p:r;:imary defense 
<· 
• . 0 • . • 
. • mechanisms which ,·this complex ,in.duces are" displayed 1.n 
'· 






;. \' . . moral sensitivity) anc\ .... the attachment to a father-substi-~-
----
: . . tute. 'il 
l '!. \ ~ 
' 
.•-
__ . .,. 
:_ ... 
. . ·-' 
.. --· 
. . - Kris cites ·a '?li-Ilical example· in ·his article in 
. 
. . 
. ' o·· 
. -
.·- .,· " 
which the pat.ient. ·asserted-·-his independence of authority; . ' -: . ' 
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.· -because of ·hi-s -c~hiidhood disillusio.n· with his .father's ... . -- ~-~ 
.,• ·c. - ·-· ·- • --- ·---·--·· .... - •• - .. ··----- ··-- ---~-·---:::-,-·~"'-. 
. (,J ' 
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.· _- ethics. He invoked an. ideal which he;_·felt compe)_led~-~ 
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·. I ~ .... --·-. . - . .. . .. . --




. td live up to. · Prince Hal's case ~~. _similar in ·th-i--s .· 
respect; he used .his own moral standarde as, an aggressive l L 
! 
. i 




• Kris calls.Hal's indirect killing of Falstaff an A, • 
' ' 
. .'''inte_~al cons.1.stency''' _ ( p. S04), as a·re al.l · the o·ther . j . . ' ·, l ~-- i . ·. 
. L 
. • 
• • . I 
(' _apparently·· inconsistent a;ctions which· Hal exe·cutes. .; J 
r i . " ' 
. 
. ~· t 
,, Shakespeare. bould realize the ps~rcholo_gical validity 
' of this parricide. onl)' ... because he was aware of his own . 
.. 
subconscious feelings. 
' In the concluding paragraphs ·of ·this a·rticle Kris 
_.,. 
, discusses ·the ·tende~cy of some critics to· link an. author 
i 
· · with. a pa,rt ~ct1lar ci-iaract_er, lJba.sed upon certain s imila~-
.._..,---- -= I 
.. 
I 
. ities between the lives of the character and his c:reator. 
. ..He\_·says. this· kin4 of inte.rpretation is ·ill-founded, for 0 • 
clinical s't,udies 'of. artists have sho'Wll th.at ~tp.e events 
' 
. ;,' and conflicts expressed in a worl<:, of art are_ quite often 
.·outside the limits of the author's experience.·, It is 
. 
. ' 
. ---·-· -, : though~, rather, that the w~iter has the.gift. of imagin-· _ ... 
. -' . . 
~- ,: ,; 
.. · ... 
... ,: . ~- .J ·'!;I·· ·, 
. . ' . . . 
. . ~ .., 
.. 
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. . ··- - - .-
' . ing the feeli.ngs. whicrr are attributed :to .his c·hara.cters·. 
.. - . .. . 
.• Nonetheless . 
·······---··- ·- ' I<ris does admit ·that h·e has· h_imself 
., . 
. found ·a connection beb1een Shaie·sneare and· ~Hal. : Shake•-!" ' 
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, . 
l t·ime . that he .. ·wa~- re-establishing his family's name by 
) ·;: 
procu~ing a co~,t .of arm·s. The ...... motto he chose for this 
coat o-f arms, says Kris, ~s directly applicable to Hal-' s -
• ·, . ' 
.-striving· fo the. crown:- . ''Non sanz droict'·' (p~ 506) • . ,_ 
·- -· 
· .· . ~ For t · e most part ~is.' s essay ~ems to be· ill 




line of ac ion, on·e · assumes that ·the reasons for that t-· ·_ . . I 
action ·are :u?J,conscious. · Kris implies that the incon-
~" sistencies which Hal af fe~ts are unconscious. . But _ the-y -
f'.• . 
' 
are n~t:. Hal even·ve~balizes ~is inteiitions, such ai ~ . .. 
.- ,, 
his eventual- refo·rrnation or the rejection of µis·, former--
~·companions. The only inconsistency which Kris has a 
·right, psychologically,· to discuss is the second one.--~ ..... . \:...,... 
:mentioned; Hal's regression in £ Henry· IV ~o his old 
' 
~ way· of life after . his glory at Shrewsbury. Assuming,. as --
.·· Kris does, that t;he two plays should be" looked at as a 
. . ,. . 
. 
. . ,. whole, this regression d_oes indeed. warran~ some~· e_xplana-
tion •. And, ·Kris's interpretation of the pl~ys is an 
ext.remely attractive one in this respect. He gives a A. 
..! • ._ •i.r ,.,. .... ~,. ', .t '• • • very sensitive portrayal of ;Hal's character, illust,rating • < 
. 
. 
·. Hal's moral refinement in his aversion to the hypocritieaf . 
,, 
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- ' 
a tenuous one: we can·!t be s.ure, Hal even.· knew -·about 
. I. 
J· 
many of those events, suqh as the Duke of York's·-
,\ 
betrayal of his _son, or ;John of Lat;tcaster"s deceit-
, 
ful behavior at Gaultre'7 ·Forest._ Kris's reading would 
certainly be ex.tremely provocative- if" it could be 
" prov~n to have some tangible basis. - ..... I must admit 
"' that hi~s portrayal of Hal made the prince far more 
agreeable ·to me than :any other I have come a,cross • 
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,..'':.·" ,, --. - . and · _ · . · . . 
Relation to the--. Unconscious· 
----




' , . • ·' , -~~----- . _.·--., ··-;s .. ·,. . \ 
. 
. 
.· .. • -- .i - : ... - ...... ,:. ·_ ...... _:~--- - - '~-~~:_:--__ ·:~Jiaving shown ho~ Freudian cri-t{cism handles the plays ~". ~. . . . ;· ,: , - , . , .. · ............ _ -~ .,.. . . . . 
- ·::r- , . . -. • 
r 
-i~ general, I. should now li1-ce to focus on a specific -· 
... 
'Cha.racter, Falstafft and analyze his,_ role in the p_lays 
-- -.,s;..'-·· 
. . . 
•,'· -- --·in the same manner: that is, .by :r~la·t~ng Shakespeare's .. _ 
,. 









The theories in question· are embodied. in the psycholo- ' J • 
-·-. •-~ . ~ 
·-·--•-•·• ' .... ----· ·1 ;·. 
~\1,.~I, gist's books, The Interpreta;tion of Dreams 'a:riq. On Wit 
and it's .Relat · on to the Unconscious, which wilJ_ be 
briefly -SU ariz'ed in this section. ' It tii.11 become ~;i 
17 " 




. Tol , in the last.: section,. is µiost directlyJ in~luenced I t:.f,..· .t. 
-· 
." •1,( • 
. .<·' 
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·. i. "----:---'" 
. l- -- - ---
-
~ . 
. . Iii; 
; ·" \: . . 
.. 
. 
. ......... . 
I~ The Interpretation, of Dreams Freud discusSes 
,. 
the processes ;y which. exper,iences and emotions ar~· 
• 
. -translated i'.!1,to dreams. This he terms -· the ,·,dream-work.'' 
' 
. 
He a:yers ,,that the dream, far from being a_ lapae or- tnetfEaT · 
,. activity as wa 1s commonly supposed,- litas a~ctually a rather 
-·-sophisticated development of ot1r .:wak-ing thoughts. The . _.._..,. . -
. 
peculiar forin which a dream t·akes· is significant:. its 
"1,.:J\·' -·· . 
- ' 
-~pj)_~reri.t·· iriationali:t.Y is -due· to· the necessity o.f ·hiding · 
' 
~.,, ... ~ 
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.. 
; . ~ . ]. its meaning. 
. '1!>1, • 
Dre~ing is. a therapeut:ic act in- that 
t_he; __ dre~er may work· out.~:-~·.ituations .which were resolved· .. ~ 
r--·--·' uripl<a~:saE.tly 
O 
in his -actual · life. I • 
. ... ·_.;·· 
• 




- • • I 
, 
_·_ ••• • • , •• 
'• • ' •, , 
'• 
· ·There are many 1,;ist·ances whic~. 12.r .. ove. th.at. S~akespear~: .. · · - · ·· ·· · ~ ~--... 
,recognfzed the psyChic sign~ficance of the dreani" process. 
· Shakespeare gives· ·1:·he phriise·-.. ·-~~the· · flattering . truth· of 




he relegates the idea that dreams are ''the children of an · 
·idle brain, / Begot of nothing but vain fantasy'' ( I, iv, , · 
97-98) to lviercutio-1 The tenets of this: often apparently 
, • (Ji' 
·I illusive p-laywright can only be discovered if one is.· ~~ 
·. 
-· cai:-eful to. d~sqriminate .. ,. in,. such ·passa,ge_s, according ·. · . .. -· ! 
, . 
. . . 









''"' • ,• 0 
Lo• 
·.' . . . '; ·,:.. ' . 
. 
-
- . . . . .  
. , is 1n ·d;r~ct o_ppos .. 1:t:1on, .. not only to Romeo, but to what ·· 





"! · ,j ·tcf .·a:ppreciilte the· ·play' s meaning, the validity of 
,.. 
·· ·· __ ., .·: "'' :·,' :, .:M.ercutio',s ideas· seems question-able. Therefore,· it 





'~=-· .... seems that· his philosophy .on dreamj_ng is not meant to 
i 
:~ ~ Qe taken seriously, but rather pu~e ly ai:tcf n ;, adjunct to 
- .i 
l. 









· is precipitated by- -the ey~nt:s preceding the ·drea)Jl. · 
! .:.,, 
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_____ , ______ .,,_ 
. . . 
' 
; J " ~ as the dreamit;tg scenes· of Richard and-·Richmori.d in 
·_ Richard III~ Gr .Lady Hotspur's d.escription···of ·~otspuri.s, 
. . . ~ ' . . 
( ·' '"')' . 
uneasy· -sleep··: · 
. . . 
I ' 
.. . . . •\ . In thy faint slumbers I by thee have watch'd, 
An~ heard thee murmur tales of iron wars, 
Speak terms of manage to thy bounding steed, 
Cry 'Courage I ·To the field!' And thou hast tallt'd Qf sallies, and retires, of trenches, tents, 
-Of ·.:palisadoes, frontiers, parapets, .. ' 
Of basilisl<s 9 of eannon 9 c11lverin, Of prisoner.11 s ransorn 9 and ~.f, soldiers slain-;-~----
And a~l the curren.ts of a 'head~l fight. ·. 
·- .· . _. --- •- -.--
· Th:1 spirit tvithin thee hath been so at war, 
And', ,thus hath so bestirrid thee in thy sleep, 
That beads of -,~weat have stood upon thy brow 
. - ' 
. '-. 
. ~- " 
. __ ?·,---·~ .,,: / .:.· ' 
. " . ~·~ ·.· ·, : .; 
. ~ 
• 
Lil<e bubbles .in a late.-disturbed stream 9 · And in thy face strange motions ,have appear'd, 
Such as we see when men restrain t·hei1~ breath 
Or some, great .suddert hest. O, what portents .are 
···.: · ,, · · these? . 
Some heavy business hath .. my lord in hand ••• 
(Part I; I.I·,. iii, 48-64) 
The passage underlined stresses the fact that Hot-spur's 
actual problems in his waking lifer:.disturb his ,.dreams; 
the. ohrase -. ' 'late-disturbed"' refers to the immediacy of . ~ . , ~. ·,. . ' . ·- . 
' . ·:;,: 
'~~ . . 




.1 , the proplem. The dre~m, a~ Freud says, concerns itself 
. · .. ,·.·~··· 
,primarily· with recent events • 
. ·. 
Freudian·cqncept of the symbolic nature of dreame The ,: 
' I 
is borne· out. in several ~ssages. in Shakespeare's ·plays. 
~:.· . ....... ··-
.,.-r '.~,., . 
I· _.,: . . 
.. (,. 








One comes fr9mv,·!. ·-Henry VI: 






Methought this staff, mine, :.office-badge in court,. · -
Was broke in twain; .. by ~11om I have forgot, 
.But,· as I think, it was: by the cardinal; 
4Jid on· .the· pieces of the bro~en .lqat1:d .- \ 
I • -- • 
-·-··· - ( . 
. / .• 
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.. j.') . . ~ .. ~:i'·!;.,·•. 
~:i:1,~' '.C:'...<; , · 
_ ... -· 
.. 
"1 . . ; 
.-.,; 
.---~·-
.. .. . 
• 
.. 0 • (--. • ' 
a •. . . ·-4: 
·. · . _ Were_-.-placeid the ·heads. of ~mund Duke of Somers~t, 
_ And· William .de la Pol~-, · first duke of . Suffolk.· 
. · . ~ (I, ·ii, 25-30)··· 
I . 
. \I.:-.\ ., 
,! ~ • . 
~"•·, '~''"" 
' 
.. Another passage· which. i1.1~stra1:·es :dream sytnbo.lism · is 
that of Clarence 'S dream, in Richard III;_ 
':• . 
.;_ ,·1i: : 
Methought's that. 'l .had. broken from th~ Tower. 
And was embarl< 'd to cross to Burgundy;· 
And? in my company, my brotl1er Glouc·ester.; 
'Who from my cabin tempted me -to ·wall-c 
.. 
. Upon the hatches: thence we look 'd tov1ard England, 
.. Ap.d cited up a thousand fearful times, 
. During the wars of York and Lancaster 
That had befall in us. As we paced along 
Upon the giddy footing 0,f the hatches, 
,<Ii ·• 
' . 
- ~tqought tl1.at ~louc.~.st·er stumbled; and, in f allihg, · 
.! · S:truck me, that th_ought _to stay him, overbo-ard.·.·. ·· 
1'-1ethqµg~t I saw., •• , . 
· Inestimable st.ones, invalued jewels, 
Al.l scatter'd in the bottom of the sea: 
Some lay in dead .men's skulls: and, in those hol.es:, 
'Where eyes did once inhabit 9 there-were crept, 
As_ 'twere in scorn of eyes, reflecting gems, 
'Which,woo'd the slimy bottom ofthe deep, 
And mock'd the dead_bones that lay scatter'd by. 
~ p· .... _ (I, ~~33)· 




1· ... '• conscious ,.re·alization · of the, hatred· which Gloucester 1:) ! ..... ·,-·. . . . . . - . . 
. 
' . .. ' . 




, Clarence's.· inner knotqledge of Gloucester's intentions 
to kill him by the accidental manner in which. Gloucester. 





·second half deals symbolically with th.e fraue invol-v~,d 
. . .. in the struggle f«?r. powe?'.'.; , where royalty cheats itself· 
. ' 1 . . . . . 
~ ou·t of real fulfillment by gl~ri(ying ~aterialisti.c · ' ' .. 
- . ~, .. 
!.a• ... ~,,. ~l ..... .,. 
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. . with. gems - :j.n place of -~eyes, gems wh~.c-h mock the····remna~~:s . . 
//' 
. . '" I • ,../"" 
I /_.,.,. 
of tl1e beings which once desi;recf to· possess them. 
't" 
.,,,.......----..,,,..,-·/ 
.. --- . 




~Otes many pr~~e§ses in the development of jokep.s which 
/'• 
• • • ' .//./'~--
• 
• • • • ~ ''.: • '! Q• 
·,' are,. identical with the, act1v1t1es, of· the dream -work. .,.. ' /,/ • 
.f 
J\ /,/ .' , • . I 
!'r. ,;... · . 
>lh'e[~d first studie~ the various linguistic techniques 
~ 
.which produce a _·witt.icism. These techniques are d·ivided -
< into three categories: condensation, the· -;3.pplication of .. . , . : <"" . . ' 
. -. ' ' . 
. ·. 
. ' - ·.l.. t .. 
-the same material to ·two diffe-cent ideas~ and. double -------
meaning. The fir_st category, conden~ation, is exemplified 
in the following quipi I\ 1·11 WgS driving with him tete- ,' ,. ..... , 
~~b~te. r•~ .·. This is· a humorous'°condens8tion of /th~ ideas I . 
,, 
' . ,.... ' " ''I w~s · driv·ing tete-a-te_te with Mr. X'1 and uMr. X is 
·.··· .. ~· .··a-ffupid ass." 
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. r~terial t6 .two, dif ~erent ideas · is found in the follow_ing 
. ' 
fanecdote: 
· . . . ,... ' . 
" 
-
/, ,r... t 
" " ~ 
,. 
1 .f ' 
A young man whq, claim.ed to be a''·relative of. 
th~\ great-· J·. -··J. Rousseau, · and who bore his .i . ~ -,·'_.. - I - ·- '.: •~. ~-- • 
. · · .·-.name, was introdt1ced int-6 · a Pa1~·isian'· draliing-·- . ,- .. ' ,;., .. ··-
·\--




..i../ .• -'" 
, · 
. I 
6 ro~m. It shou~d_be adq.ed t~at he was decidedly 
red-headed. He beha~,ed ih' such -a-n a'tvkward 
. manner that _the hos·tess ventured- tbis critic_j_sm 
'to· ·the gentleman wl10 had introduced him---"Vous 
tit' avez fait connaitre un jeune homrne roux et 
a!*· .. ; 
.. 
,,.-. ,. ·< -~ 
" 
.. I 
'• 4 • 
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.· . . ,, . ·- , __________ · . ..-. 
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~ c' . .. ~-
. · -~ .·. 
f-~ 
. )·" ·,•- . 
. ' . . . -·,' -~---·· :• 
,$0-t·,. mais. p·as un Rou.sseau~''--- ....... , 
'' .. ~:(p. · .646) .. · ,. 
•. -.f, . 
--~- -·--.. 9 . : ... ~ , ... ,. .. ,· . 
. - - ---'-- - . 
. ~- The name· Rousseau is divided into its syllabl.es to· -;-.. , ,_; 
r .. 
.. 
______ ,, __ 
.~ . ., .. ,•,. . 
. •. ~ -. 
: ··..;..,-· .. _ 
' < ,' • )' 
. ,_;. . :, .· . 
• I ' 
' ,, 
...... 
--:· -· . ·~ .. 
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. <·-: 
' :;,~"";' .. : 
' I . 
- -I - • ,, ' ,..,.,.""-':--- -" __ :,,,.,,.:q· 
' . Q I •• 
.. 
. '. become two .·words; thus. the·. applicatic,n of1 tne"·same' . ' 
. 
··J,' 
•·. ,-. ..: ' . 





' • I 
• 
>. The double m~aning c_a·tegory i~cludes , puns .f · A~}-
- ·subtle kind of pun involf{.es the ·transformation. en. a·. b • 
· -· . · . . .. r . i {Jj 
...... •.· ' " ... 
., 
word's metaphorical meaning to its li'te;al- n,iea:niilg·, or 
~ -· j. ~ 
:.:·· .... 
• 
.... ·- . /" . . , , ...... ·-~-·--- ·---·~·~····-~-~ · .. 
....... -
l>, •:, •• 
~ •;• 
.. :.:~·~: .~-.. ~~~·:,·, ... '. 
. 
' . .t 
. . f 
. . 
.. "•.. -= 
.• , . ••· I 
- .. I 
,, --·--- --- .. - ~--,- - .. :. .. '- . .:.,~. , 
' j.: 
- ,,. .. -- ,~ 
' ' vice versa: 
..-.::..~..:;; ···-:;-c- ~-.,, .... --
. . 
,·, •• ·J :.; 
~. :.tt;~,~{~-~. . .;· ·-·.-·-- -~- ... 
. . ,, . . '" ~.: "~· . . ' 
. . ... ~, 
.. :~ , . "'.. '• 
- ' .. 
, Foote once as1-ced a\ m·ap.-:why he ~or~ver. sa11g.- ::~ . ; · :· ·' · · 
one tune. "Becau~~-- it haunts me," rep.lied · - "···. , 
the man •.. ·_·'. t~·No ·\·7c>nder, '' said Foote, ''You . .(.. · .. {·'_:.~ 
are ·continually murdering it.,-, 
·<~:'·,:"t::-·\ 
>. (p. 651) ,l 
! 
' ~.: .. ::\.,.: .• ' ; 4 .• 
.. 
The ·unifying feature of all these type.s. is- their .. ;;:~· ;, ~ ' . ~ ... . . 
·.·. 
o•'~.::-:•. ·, .• -.-a.:..., • 
.-f.. 
:, . ... .._ ·r, 
•, 
, . ' 
. 
·- tendency. ·to-.~con9mize • ·Shakespeare 's ''Brevity is the •, .. -· 








'·normal thought: the two· main kinds of deviat-i·on ar~ : 
'a.is placement .. and abs·urdi ty. 
... 
The.fornier would involve 
. .._ . 
.. 
' ~·... I 
/"j. J the overlool<:ing of the . major idea of a statement to · 
Q i 
,-, ~ ... 




' , ·. ~. 
' 
· of. such ,a .deY1ce : 
I . i, 
•• --- ·r .J A ho_i:se-d<;aler , ·· it: recomme nd-iv.g a s add ;e . horse 
- -~-'-"-·---ce~ •. ,c.,., • ,• to l11s · client., said; fflf you [mount tl11s ~q.~rse 
. ·---:-- - -.~. . -- " ·~-, ' 
at· four o 'cloek in the morning 1 you wiil. be· . 
- ........ , ....... "."~t in lvfonticello at six-thirty in· the· ri1orning •. !'.1-· 
., ~, ......... ·./ ·. ''What will I:_· do in J:.1onticello at six~thirty 
~ ... : " 
. 
., ' . 
' . . 
' . 
, ._ ·. ·.· in the morn1ng?1·1 asked t-he clie.nt •. (P. (562) ·· __ · ·1·· ' .. } : t •. ' .... 
, I 
-. \, 
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.\. .. . 
• 
• I 
• I ' 
. ·.,,.,. . · ·, · ·· .. :· · · The · latter 
.. --- -
--
.· ' absurdity, is readi.ly seen in most.' humor .. 
J,.,-·.i,.· 
·and hardly needs illustration.3 
·. All · thes~ characteristic~ of the witticism--con-~· ., · " . . ' ···.. 
- ~ 
. ~-- :: 
. ': .. :·/··' 
. ---- . _, 
·. densaticin or unificS.ti"Dll, displace~ent, and absurditi--
. .. .. ' 
:,• 
...... -
...... _, .. have .been. note·d before. i11· ·Freud's book The IJtterpretat·ion . ' "' ·t 
,, 
. \Y . 
. '.··· ..... 
. ·.·, 
. 
~' .. ~:. · · · · ··.:-'>>-,; - "of Dreams·. ·it·· ·was s·hown there that the dreamer conde-ns·es .. ' - · · < -.. . , ' .... ,. •' . I • ' • , • 
, :./.?~:· ; ~ _·,. . <" ' . ' , . : . . '. r : <' • '. , .•• ::2 --~ ,.. _"'. .,.. ~r •, - , • 
.· ,, ···• ••-• .··, · · . certain ideas and . images so thEit-JnSt:tY ihingS · are repre$~hte.d ·· ··t :: : . ' ... · ·, . . ' :,_·, •. '; ... , .· . ' . ' .. ·· ' . -:.-· ' " . : . : ; ._ .. .-: .. : .... :_::.'- ·.,:,:_:_: .... t } ... / .. , ..: _· by· 01;1e ·symbol; .. f°Or ·~Xample, a common iXl>~t'iellc~ JD. a. ,:. >.< . /_ :_ : ;;.\1 . .'..:.>:·~:- .: '..:~·:: _·::.: -. . .· . 
. . -·. . .... - , . . . ; .· _- . ·. ·. 
-· . _,. ·. .: ":. ::_ : : .. :;/ :_·.-~.:.: . ·-:~:-::/\.;_:.:.':.:):>'f,\.:t;(·~::,'.::_'.·,-c·: ~ ... ·:f:·, .. ·.·.- :· .. : .···:<;;?;}:1':_·i;'.l:::':·-~;;'._,,. .. ·· dream ~s the· ... ·f·u,s·ing .. -o.f. two peop.le ;int~o one~,· -·Someti•s , . _. _. 
. <·· <one person eren· oeeomes. an()the~ a~ring· tne corlrse .of "the. ~-/If ·:-;:·\. ·. 
-
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" .•• ··_!,,{_ .. ,:·~ ;_.' 
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.-,._ 
.. ·· .. ••·• '""• 
· .... -~- - • . . . 
. ·..... ,· 
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,,, 
'1 . -
. . ·., 
1 
. . ~. . ... -
.'· . 
is used in orde,r -t·o make the c.ontinuation in the dream 
··-~.of our waking though.ts un~ec<?gnizable· •. ~. A kind of 
di.splacement, is· the represe'{ltation of a thing through_ 
its very opposite. This phenomena of indirect expression 
I • 
' .. . .. - - .. 
: . 
. ' ' 
• ..*· ·or· subst.itution is one_ of the disting·uishing charact~ristf~s · ~ 
. -of dreams. Displacement lends the dream its air of ab--.·QO& 
'"~, ( 
surdity, for--the switching of i I ges naturally makes the 
- f: 7 
• dream illogical. ·"---h:~:·, ( 
t . . 
-Freud next eurns n._is· atte·n ion to a second kind .of · . _. ....... ,,.- .... -~~ .. ' ___ 1-_ 
·,'• 
. ' . .. 
. _W'1t. One kind exis·ts for its dwn'· sake•-- this is the · . . . . . . ' ' ' 1.~ •• . .... 
· kind we ~ve been· discussing: jokes -·which. suc.cee·d sole,ly ' 
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' ''hannless wit·,'1 .·_the ~econd kind 11,tendenti'aus wit.!·•. 
...=--~-
•. ,.,, • '·. ' •. _, .... ::'!;" 
". ,'•!• ••. 
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--·-· - ; ..... -·- ·-·- In ; . . -. 
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... ,, . 
< .. 
' · 1 . . . ' . •' ... 
,: . . .. . ". -.... ..,., 
. • ~-
.• l 
·"' hB:~less wit we. obtain -pleasure ·_from the· technique·,~9f-
. .... 4. ' 
} . . ·c-. -,_._;,,, 
'f . wit,· the mode ·of expression • In tendency wit ple~~ure 




.. ·., .. 
.--- _ ·· results .from the release of hostile· aggression •.. A;. 
·, 
·\::It .. : . ,.' tendentious Joke may be a rebe.llion against .a;uthority; ..... 
'. . : .: .,~- .. ' 
'-
... . . 
. 
- ' . . . . . . '. . .-~ . . . 
-·· 
.  . . . . .. ' 
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. ' . 
-
•"·, ... r,• .the.:·:· <?bJe.ct of· atta,cl< may be 1nstttt\lt1·ons, ,people, moral . '·,' .• ... - - • -!~· :_ :_ • ' . • ... • .• • 
. .. ·.' :<::. ~ . . .··. . . . . ,:- .. , : . ... .: . ' ·. . : ~· . . . < • 
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• ; ........ ,, ····.·: .. ·'·':~,,-.. ,·• .. - . 
. . 
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- ... ,., ( 
. . . ·_ ...... -~~-:s~· ... freud quotes ·the· following anecdcte as· a good illustration '·' ·".:_' ,::-:;_:.:_: '·... __ ,_.. '--,., ,-
' . 





. Wendell Phillips.11 a~cording ~to a recent · bio- · 
• ~ • ~ ,-. ' 1' • , ' " . ' . 
' . 
graphy by. Dr. Lorenzo Sears, was on one occa- . . . 
. .. ~,. sion lecturing in Ohio, and whi l_e on a ra i l_roa.d._· . : .... ·-----·----.. -.. ··-·------journ~y. going to lceep one of hH appointments- . ------,--. 
' 
;• _.,· .~ •,' ~. 
: ---· 




I'> .• :; .. 
• .. t,-•"· . 
met in the car a number of clergymen returning from some sort of conventiono One·m the 
, ministers~ feeling called upon to aporoach Mr. Phillips j asked him, tt.Are you liro Phillips?'' , P' , 
•·
11 am~ siro-'' ''Are you trying to free the niggers?'' . 
''Yes~ sir; I am an abolitionisto '' ''Well, why.;,.. / do ·you pre.ach your doctrines up here? Why don~t you go ove:r into Kentucl<:y?u ''Excuse me, are you a pre.acher?n '1! am, sir0 '' ''Are you·· trY;ing- to .. 
· save souls from hell?'' ''Yes, sir, that '·s my busi·JII!~~~., · 
nes·s.''' t•Well, why don't you go th~re?.'' 
(p.· 698) 
The'pleasure resulting-from either of these two kinds 
.- .. -· ... ·of wit is·· immersed. in wha.t Freud· Cgll·s .fj'''the. economy· of ·. m . 
. 
. 
psychic expenditure'' (p. 712). - In harmless .wit, the "' ' 
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.. . -~ 
· · ~ .... < · :·: -, -··:·;·_,~::· · · ·- · . t;ipon the precess of economy. And the content of a .... · .. .-·y<.· _:·· .. 
/,/Y'_ - , - ,. · > tendency .joke is alSO based upon such an economy YA-'-" 
• II • ' &, 
•. 
.. 
~-,..._~ .. -------· - ~ ,.. ..... ps¥c~ic ex·penditur~ is required·- for·. both the formation · ~· 
., ·-· "'· 
and the retention of a., psychic inhibitio~;- .the· ten- -
. ' 
. - . ' 
. ; 
,;, 
.,:_ .. ',• ..... 






the need f6r any me~tal exertion. 
y • 
,, 
' ' In conclusion, the ·wit-wprk.and· dream-v10:rk have. many 
., 
·- ! 
· < .·· . ~echniques in common; displacement, . condensation,·':_ 
., -~ • 
. .. . . • 
. • . . ' 1' indirect· representatio,n, repre.sentat·ion through absurd-. 
if' 
• • I ,_."~( :•.:. • •. ·---,,.~ ~ .l '.. ~ 
. -'."' .. 
ity_, _atJ.d so Qn. ~6w, . -Freud believeJ. that these tech-
. I 
',, 
" ?,• •• 
. ~- ' 
.. 
. . . . 
.• . " ........ . . . . . . . ,. n,1que~. originate automatically during_ t~e proces_~ o!, 
. ' : . 
. ' ~ . . . . ~... . . - . . . ' ," . ' . '• '. '·. . 
_ unconscious ttiiril<:ing. B,reud des.cribe·s · the formation· 
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·-~-··' 
' . ·.. 
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. ~-r -·,,. 
' I 
of a_joke, for example, in~thi•s way: . ; ......... '. ) ·.· ,• ..... , .... · .. . .# . 
' 
,o- .. 
A moment before:one cannot ·tell what kind of joke one is going. to mal<e, though~ it lacks::; "> 
only_ the 't11 ords t·o clothe it. One usually 
experiences something indefinable whicl1. I· 
· shot1ld like most to compare to an absence, or;. 
sudden drorJ of intellectual tention; then 
all of .. a sudd.en the1witti'cism appears, ·usually simultane-ously with' its verbal· investment. 
. . . . (p. 752') 
Since tl)e inf anti le.: ia ·. c<msidered b\l · Freud to be the 
11 ' 
. . 
.:source of· -the unconscious (t1the unconscious mental 
processes are 11:P others._ ~h_an :those ·w-hich are solely· 
·produced during :ea~l~i infancy~') ·(p. ·_754), the purpo.i.se .,• # 
.. 
•• 
,: .. ~t ...................... : .. f 
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.,. 
. . . unconscious reach • 1S into the 
• J.S true th-e And pleasure. same 
P' 
of the cause for dreaming: 'here ··-too is·the 
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. ' ~ . - . 
The :relation between .the wi:t processes· and __ t~e ,,_ .. . . .• . ·, . . . 
> • • ~ .. 
. ' 
'II. •• /~· •• 
··:_. g.re~m wo_rk may well have been intuitively rec'ognized ' • ,' I ~·- ...-·' .... , 
.- - '' 
;; .. -.... 
. ..., - ' ""··'.:'"' ... : - . ~ :· ~ .... : .;.' •, . . 
.-· \ .. ·. 
' . by . Sha1<espeare; the character o~ Falst~ff .· demon·strates 
. ' 
'· 
. • ,'/;!, 
·.- .. :·· , .. 
: i. 
·- ~ .... ' 
C • 
· 1·- '"":' e, 
-·. 
; '. l 
'• . 
..... , -
,-.,_,,,' , .. 








. :~· ' 
this. Falsta.ff serves two roles in t,he piay: -one .. role 
is a mea.ns of comic release, by· virtue of his· talent. • I , ~ 
. 
--, 
·for wit-makin·g. Hi~"'." humor . provides re--lease in the manner 
# 
Freud described ••• through the techniques. of ·abs,urdity, 1 
.. (~ 
punning, and so forth. Be.re, are a, few examples in· 
. ·· which the: techniques described are read;i1}-visible: · 
. 
. 
•. i / 
. 
~--·---
- . . 
-". 
' . " . ,) ~ 
Ch. Just. . Your means ar.e .. c.VPry slender, and -----~·---- -· .. - . 
. , ... \ 
. 
. ~-: your waste is great. 
. . r 
Fal. I would ft were otherwise, I would my 
means were.greater and my waist slend-
.erer. 
{Part II; I, ii, 139~ 
142. Application of -
the same material to 
two different ideas.) 
j' 
• • • Prince. I see a good amendment ,:_o£ life 1.n thee , from praying to purse-taking. .... .. . . Fal. Why, Hal, 'tis my vocation, Hal, 'tis no 
sin fc5'r··a man. to labour in his voe·atiQn. (Part I; .. I, ii.;,t/ .99-, 
I 
.,. .. ! 
.... 1020 A l<ind of dis-- . 
. ...._ .. :.~ . ··' 
·• 
.... ' .. -.. 




' .J?. ·_1~ •• 
\ 





,--······"···········.::< •. ; pla~ement ;· . a per-- .. 
"' ;. 
·· verted defini.tion of 
'the word ?·1vocat,ion~ '1 
Furthermore, absurdity. · ... 
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• .. _ :.· • t-. ' • y 
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... , 
_ ___.. _______ ---.-__ 
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. . ,::;= 
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'"'-'-,- ... ··• --
& 
. l ' 
. •I 
J ' •• -
. ·• ; 
• o,\ . 
. . 
• I . 
.,, ·--- ·- . . 
---·· . 
. .. , . -:,.,,... ..... 
."1/l I • 
Prince. Who• I rob? I a .thief? No~·I·, ·by·· 
------ my faith. .. . r . 
Fi,1 • ., There's neither·hotiesty; m~nhood, nor"· 
good fellowship in thee-, nor ·cam~ 't thou~-
. not of the blood royal,·:-,:·ff. :·:thou dare st 
not stand for ten shill_ings o - - . 
-~ (Part I; I, ii, 134-
, 137. Displacement: 
.· _.,. . · .... 
') .... ,. .• ,,,;1_", 
. : '.' --l 
. ,~-. 
·~ t~e idea of hones~y · · -. 
-- .. "' ' -~· ....... 
. attached to robbing. ·. · ) 
Also, the .ridiculous \, 
:-_._;;.;. implication ·that one .. _____ ·.· ---~ ~-
of royal b·l,ood (and · 
. ; 
hence; one who is 
f:inancial ly inde pen-:· 
dent) wou'ld ''stand 
for· ten shillings.•·•) 
.... 
-~e second role is .the represetita\iv~ of the principle 
of eros. The Freudians extend th'.is role· to repres.en.t,. · 
... 
,· . ·.-. ·, . 
.. 
specifically, Hal's hedonistic imoulses .• -,.· J')!a.lstaff 's __ _ 
" ,. ·. ~ \,.' .. . . .. ~- ·": . ".": . : . . ' .,. . .. ·; . ~ 




role as the father-substitu-te -seems less nertinent · in 
l .• -
the drama than his role as· 'lta 1 's mor~ primitive -impu laes .,. -
• t 




. . . ~ -
~-- . 
-~~ .re.pres.entative ··of the ·,·'id,'1 his rel'ation. to the 
. -·---' •. 
I . 
~ 




··,,t··''\~·:'. <,,,.',dran1a is:completely consistent, both actively and pas_sive- . 
. . 
. ,,'. •, ' . 
. . . . . . '_ f. "[ ... ,. '~·· 
. • '"' ·- ~ . 
. !'i···'······ 1y,· ·in his own ·actions and in the act·.incurred upo~,him, ·· 
. . '\. th~,~ejection. 
~ . .,_. 
·' . The id which is within us a1·1 · is amoral, ·for. it 
"!>_ ' 
,'\\ ' ' . 
,_., ~ ,, 
is--grounded in the anti-soc·ial e·tement within the ·human, 




.. ~ ~ 
'. '.· ""'i 
·.· psyche. • ' • • • ' -~-~:, .• .••• • • • • .-1, • • • • Each man· ?PPr~aches l_ife on two terms .. : , one ~~01s -
L 
1 ·· ·_.,, ..... : ,• 
.. ., _- ...... 
-. _,,,,. 
·--:--,1· • 
'·,. ,, ' . ,·. . . ·,. . .· ' ... . ' . . . '"" ~ ..... 
'··the r.ecogn1t1.on that social_ ·s.tr1.ctqre,s. are compiete,ly .· ,. 1 
.. 
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. ' . 
. prac~ieally, in .. or~er ·to make a :go · of our existence, .. s ()C ial \. J,<, , 
. ,· , 
'.-lim~~ations are in· fact neces.sary; · a partial"'··and relative"·"". 
. . .. outlook is imperative •... The ~on.;enience' indeed the_ neces-
~ 
" . 
· sity.,. o.f living relatively is implti~d by Milton in the ··speech ' i •• ''>·-
Adam makes in Book VIII of Paradise Lost: 
••• ·not to. ·1mow at larg~ of. things_ :remote· ·· .· From use, obscure and subtle, but to know That ·which before us lies · in daily life __ , .. ---····:. Is the prime wisdom:.... 
_ · ·, ·. 
-.. 
. (Ll. 191-194) 
Fai-staf f displ~ys tl'le .. first attitu·de: • I •.. complete· · 






., as· honor mere.ly · as wo.r.ds, thin air, ~\Th.ich ha:ve no con-: "-s..._ • I 
• I --., 
. l: 
..... -----· .... 
"' 
. _..... . 
. ... 
nection with the essence 
. ' . 
of life. 1'.$ a .... re.s.ult· he e·s-. ,, ._ -·--···--··"-- -
pouses,a way of life which negates selfless idealism •. 
Hal-, on the other ·hand, recognizes the nee-d for prac- _ 
' 
' ticality. Hedonism is, after all, ~n exctreme which is 
incompatible with social 




... ••• < 
I 
::t: 




·~ the. other :facet of life--its .. -amorality •. , Th~S· p~ovoked 




· ·· .. To show Falsta.ff 's freedom of soul ·as part 
· iliusory, and that the· realities of life refus_~d to· be e,qnj-ured. aw.ay by_. his humor--this was. wl1.at 
.. we may expect from·· Shalce.speare 's ·sanity, but,.v1,,it .. 
· was· 'surely no achievement beyop.d the power of .. --: .... < 
. 
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':~.', .. ., .· \ __ :: ... ·· ·.< . 
. · lesser men. The· achievement was Falstaff 
," :• 
. himself' -and the conception of. that freedom 
' '.· ·;.,, -~·cc,·~:--'-:..~_ . . . . of ·soul 1). a frceedom illusory only in part'-· .and 
' . 
attcfinable only by a mind which had .. received .- . -···~ - ,•r• - •• '--!) ·:. from Shal,espeare 's · G1n the inexplicable touch 




" ~ . ·,, ,..,_, ..... , 





. ' . 
. . 
-~· 






t~ , .• 
. • . 
the Fifth. 
. . . · -. .. .. 
" . On the other hand, . Shak~speare_. may have endowed Henry 
· the---F·ifth wi·th this ''touch of infin_ity, '' in so far as 
') 
- --·--·-·--
. Falstaff ·represents the unrestrained side of Hal's 
, = ' personality. S_ince he can ~--Seen as enacting Hal's· , 
.. 
. ;.impulses, -it _follows tha,t .he is the ''esc~pe valve'' .in 
'• 
··t11e play~~-- He plays the same part in~\ Hal's life· tl1at dreams 
. . 
. ~ pl-ay }n the life of. any h1-1man being~ Just as in a· dream 










-Falstaff is perhaJfS himself awa.re of his. sign·if.icance I> 
. 
. in the following !:plea: 
- t): . 
n 
. . 
••• when thou art king let not us that are t squires of the night' S' bqdy be cal.l.ed ___ .thiev~s----,--~-
of the dayvs br2auty:· let us be Diana's forest-
ers,---·gentlemen,of the shade, minions of the 
'tnoon; and ·let men say we be.men of ·good govern-
ment, being governed as the- sea is, b::l o\lr noble and ··chaste mistress the moon, under whose count.e-
·--··uance we _steal. , 
(Part I-;. I,,_. ii,._23-29). 
Though· overtly ·a pure- indul_gence in humorous· euphemism,· ··· 
' 
this· statement serves also to .. connect Falstaff,'s occu- · 
,.. ' . 
.. ,. .., 
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Falstaff -and his" f.riends- s.teal· und.er the ·countenanci~ · 
. . . 
_ of.. the moon; what they steal -is· ampiguous. _It may be(! . 
:.~,. 
• • y 
tangible, such as money; · this ,'.is the ·obvious reference.· 
) 
But might they not also. be ste·aling Hal away from nimseff? 
The interludes with .. Fa.lstaff and the· others between the 
scenes at court represent, for Hal, the interspersion · 
.. . 




. -' Some of the processes of the dream work i~hich were . .,_ 
,- ~ 
note~ by. Freud can be trace-d in . th<ese ·interludes. · For 
. • -t-. • 
instance, the"ppo~~ss of condensation, mentioned above 
J • 
.. 
in the section on Freµd 's works, is obvious in the. scene 
(.Pa~t I; II, iv) in which .Falstaff and Hal enact ·the 
future encounter.between the ·prin~e and Henry IV. Freud 
" . "' 
had stated that during the process.of condensatio~ in 
' . 
• ·, • • ,,ti 
-----·-----··- --· ·, 
:, a dream-_- two people' may be fused into pne, or one person-
mar'become someone else. In this s.cene first Falstaff. · 
becomes the ~ing; · later, Falstaff becomes Hal and Hal 
becomes the king. Hal's unconscious desires are- thereby. 
fulfilled. In the fi·rst pre-tend sequence, Falstaff ·,--
I .•.• ,, 
literally be.come~ a -fa1:·her-su}?_stitute. In the second·~-
.,, 
~ 
.sequence. Hal.'s amb .. ~tions for the powers of the kin.,g are 
~ .. .. . 
•) 
· _ achieved. 
. ' .............. '1. • •• , • ' . ··- ., 
) . ,. .. 
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• • .• Of course_, ·the dream process of--d1..spla.cement ·1s ·. • ... \ 
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. ' ~ 
., ' 
apparent ·in .the very role of Fal·s·taff.· F·reud says 
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Gt // ij, 11' \ 
A,f,.1'"~ .. • - ., .• ~ , ,.,, .. _ ..... , • •· ., -
. th~t displacement is used by.· the ·dream · censor in order/ 
,-:- ' . ~ 
.. 
·to hide the latent meaning in a. dream. In Ha·1 's ''dreams'' 
· his unconsciouf:l s~lf is di-spl:aced and manifested in· the 
form of Falstaff. .. _: ··' 




,,.-·-;,,\ •' ' . 
ll. . 
_of the ·dreamer's_ r~lation: tb the people in ·his dream. 
T'ne dreamer 'is often aware of himself ·as an observer of: p • 




immerse ·hitp~e.lf in _the. dream. , ~ is half aware that .. ,. ··:·.----· 
' what is going on is outside the bounds of all reason. 
-- . 
J 
--- ~n like manner Hal. display·s some hesitancy before the 
. 
!-! 
. -~·- ... •'"" f' ........... - . - G~dshill episode. Po ins' :~!,re·asonings have the aura of 
< 
' absurd logic which is. s~ characteristic of a11·( reasoning 
• 
', ' in dreams. 
,1 . 
Hal's ~reje.~tion'. ~of F~lstaff, _ and the WfJ.Y he words ' . 
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. his rejection, is therefore quite appropri-ate: 
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. I have.long dreamt of such a kind of-1.man, 
. So.surfeit-swell'd, so old, and so profane; 
· "· · But bein.g ~:tvak 'd I do despise my dream • (Part II; v,·v, 49-51)· 
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-------··are singular. · The imp-licati9ns are that Hal is not· 
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simply· tu~ning F~lstaff away, but t_h~t Hal suddenly dei;iies~ 
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Thus Falstaff's role embodies 'both processe/s • .,trY.· . 
,/ ·- . . ..... 
-
.that of wit ana of d~eams~ An~ in ·incorporat_ing--both, .... 
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. ~ ' 
he is the manifestation-;of Shakespeare's intuitive recog-
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Hal '·s rise to l<ingship, the_n~ ··. can Q~ looked upon as·, 
j) 
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signifyi1=1g,. among other _things, the reign of tl1e. waking. __ 
.,...., 
., i,\ .- . 
st·ate over the dream state • The ideas nurtu·I'ed during 
the dream process (amorality, indepen:denc~ of social 
regulation) "a,~e suppre.,s$ed by v:Lrtdue of the· necessity 
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·--·for strong .leadership.-_ 
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-- .-- c:·.:,_~_ - A': work· of art does not· exist solely as a sou~ce 
• .,,, ... ,...,..! ... ~ .. 
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-· - . ·.of enter<3tainment-•. 
. .--: : . -...... ::: ... : .~ .,... ·. . . 
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It. s·eems quite i~disputable that an 
' artist creates ··out ,of some rieed. to express his· ideas, and 
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.J).f this communication. · An ·artistic creation's effective-
ness- depends 011 · 11ow, strongly it portrays the artist's main 
. : (""'· . ~p 
-
. 
themes.· g · The more ambiguous it is-·-the more levels of 
" 
meaning it contains--the greater wi11 be its power over 
,•: .. ,. ~ /the· viewer's-_imaginatton, for the~se ,leve_l·s .reinforce 
..__ 
. . •. .- . 
each other. 
,· ·- .. '"i.i 
. In Henry_ IV-~the- ch~ract~rs • f~subconscious activities . 
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; parallel and re.irtf.orce the surfac~ action. 
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I. : . ··~ ·- 'rebellion of the···factipn. of ·nob~·es. at court. Secondly, -
Eng~·and 's stabil'i.ty·-·echoes the Princ,e's ·matu~ityr1 Hal seems· . . 
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to· be in a better position for his reformation; his acce·p...; ~ .. ·. 
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he conscious:ly. em.braces. it. And; as he -is better off .. 
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10ne 0£ ~he eritics l,'f[ll · about to review, ~rnst Kris, 
commits the largest critical 1:ransgres.sions in .that 
· respe·ct. 
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~: 2This woul-d include analysis of the audience's 
reactions (such ·as Alexander's reasons.for our enjoym~_pt_. . . . 
. . ~ 
. '~ . . 
\ of F~J .. staff, . or ~tewart, 1s ~ explana~i9n- for the .accepta- · 
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1Norman Holl8nd, ~Psychoanallsis. and ·shakespeare, 
-New York: · McGraw-Hill Boot Co. ,(1966), p. 206. 
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,, 2 . J,1 I . ' . M. Stewart, Character and b1otive in Shakes·peare; 
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Some Recent· Appraisals· Examined,- New_ York: Barnes and 
_ Noblet Inc. (1949), ·reprinted New York (1966), _pj. v-vi. 
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This reflects .the eighteenth century conception 
of ShaI.cespeare 's_ work, epitomized in ~s .-----'"Eliza~eth 
: , Montagµ' s' statement that '1Sl;l~k~speare 's. plays were to 
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just emerging f·rom barbarity•''· (In .Elizabeth ~1ontagu·1 s ., 
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, . ,; Furthermore, ·th·e rejection cas·ts a shado't'1 over Prince . 
• I 
Hal- 1 S _character ,,;which certainl.y seen1·s _' to !'be : inconsistent 
i. •J.. ,, _yj' ,· -. ~ ~ • 
·- • 
f' 
with the purpose of the play. We mus~, says Stewart·~ 
. - -
therefore discqver t.be underl,ying mean~ng pf the rejection, · 
I 
· the cause· of Shakespea:re '·s d~parture from ~pparentj 
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' psychologicar valid~ty. . ' 
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'6 . A. c. Bpadley·, quoted in Stewart, p. 129. 
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7 An. overt example of this representation, is, of .. 
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. course, the tavern scene in which Falstaff enacts t·he' -
.. king and ·upbraids Ha-1 for his conduct. 
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8Philip WilliaiiiS, "The'Birth and Death of Falstaff 
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that, in killing Hotspur, Henry IV's greates:t, enemy, / . 
""" 
.1 / • 
'>! I' ,' .···-···· 
Hal not only overcomes a principle, bt1t also. de~troys _ 
I 
I 
f_ , .... ··"~ his own 9ggressions ·against his fat~er. For Hotspur ·---:,....:. __ 
p• ,, • i - ' ' . -
.· - is · the inca~ation· of Hal's . parricidal·:: tendencies. Tbat 
' 
·>-
, · .Hotspur is Hal's;.·enemy, ~nd that he incorporates Hal,'s 
····· 
;·., ·. · parriciaa·l drives, is not contradic:tb:r;-y f incidentally • 
.:,_. 
.. ' . ' ' 1 ·: ~ . 
Hal naturally abhors these drives. (It .~s, afte~ all, 
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tendencies are banished from one's consciousness.)· 
· 
11Freud The Ego and the Id, trans. Joan Riviere 








12 A. c. Brad.ley, '.'The Rejection of Fal.staf~, tt 
Oxford Lectures itlf>Oetry. (London: - • I ( ·-Macm 1 l l an ap.d C_o., 
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. Ltd~., l.950), p. 269. · ,. ~ 
. ,.·. ----- . 
· 13 t, 
· Since these were "contrite te~rs, '' I personally 
' # 
· ~,::." .... ,d.o not believe ·th.is to be· an· implic·ation, ~f any particular 
,... .. . 
~ af'f'e'ction for Richard, but ·rather p\lre_ly an _indication 
-f 
of Henry's· guilt· feelings for his. 'fat'~er-. ·'. Kris ~says 
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'i:ions in Holinshe~of. a bas if for sympathetic· fe·e1itlgs · 
.., 
betw~en Richard and Hal (Rich·ard~s .knighting Hal, etc.). 
,, 
However, whether of '-·not Shake~peare was aware of these 
~th.ings really has ndth~ng to do with the ·, int·~·rpre-tation 
of· the play, -since Shake··speare undoubtedl'y .included in. 
· .his writing all that he desired f_or the· effect intet,1.ded. · ... 
Surel.y· if he· had. wanted to show an a-lliance· between Hal 
and ~i.c·hard he· could ·have done. so far-more overtly.··· _ 
- ,,,. __ 
.~ 14 · · 
- · Ernst Kris, "Prince .. ~1 's Conf li.ct, tt Psyehoanalytic 
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• >, ... 1Freud.maintains that thoughts.whi~h were engendered 
. ; ;..-
in the walcihgstai;e, and have not beert1 riesolved, .are 
energized during ··sleep and await resolution in. -·the 
• 
• . ~ 
-
-- -
--·- ---- ---- •• __;:""; ,. • • I ------ ---· -------
dream pro.cess. TheY m-qst, furthermor~, be. cast illto the 






form of a wish or con.dition which ts easy to fulfill (·so- ./ 
; 
as no1: to awaken the.sleeper through anxiety) •. The ,,, ,• 
· greatest task in .. the pr·oce.ss of dream work is the.· 
,. l. ..... . 
.. overcoin.ing 0~ inhibition. This problem is solved .pa-r~· .. 
Ir ~ 
~-tial-ly by clothing those ideas su;~ceptible. to cens~rship · ·.· 
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~. in symboli'C imagery. Di~plac¢ment,. ·or· substitution .· ·· 
-.-.., ..... __ _ 
"of one i~ea or ,image·· ~or ap.other,. is -a ·second s·olution 
to th:i.,s • pro!;>lem. . These a~e both techniques of ;Fhe 
. ''dream 'censor f tf which distorts -t'he latent. ideas of 
,,. 
the dream- so as to make them unrecognizable to the 
conscious mind. 
2 
Freud, Th~ Basic ·tvritings of Sigmund Freud, ed. 
· A. A. Br:Lll- (New Yorl< :· 
p. 643 •.. 
the Mocter£l Libraey, 1938),·-~. 
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·) Q. • 
in the-particular_ manner that Freud does; espe_cially 
since· the'·,categ9ries sometimes seem. to overlap. 
' d 
· However·, ··· 
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·the· reader a .. b.ackground for the remaining . discussion of 
. I 
(_, 
Freud·' s · book. 
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Chapt~r Four -~ 
.. 
? 
. ,. 1Perhaps the prime difference between these two is 




of 'life' wher~as' ,~al 's philos·ophy is. gove·rned by his 
~ 
- !, -.:..> 
. s.ituation. (As the ·heir apparent, 
1
it is co~pulsory·, ·, 
' : 
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/ 
,n~' ~ . : . 3Hal is supposed to have )?~rticip~ted in several , 
~; f·l'-~-! .... '1.11 
"l ,e~capades, mostly ·be~ore the plays ·began·; ,,.' 'ii- ' 
V''""•'• '.", 
,. 
. ' -him .actively in one small·: scene., the robbery at .Gadshill • 
' ,, j". ~ 
Sh~kes~"eare 's intention wa·s ~:'ot ~. it seems,· to im·press · 
-· 




' ' the, t,~scenes with 'Falstaff show .them _merely conversing,. ~nd 
- . 
the pattern of these conversations is con$tant: Hal 
. 
reprimands F lstaff for his intemp,erate life and Falstaff 
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The emphasis is "always on Falstaff's 
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